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Foreword

when i was a freshman, i spent an afternoon in one of the gas 
chambers of  the Mantor Library basement reading every issue 
of  the Sandy River Review available. A lot has changed with time. 
She’s grown prettier with age: no more the uniform, blotty inked 
cover with its windblown reeds and moon-centered title. Issue by 
issue, she’s evolved into sharper fonts, saddleback stitches, glossy 
covers. Each semester, the new editor added something. Recent 
additions include the Editors’ Choice Award, contributors’ notes, 
and dedications.
      Despite several reinventions, the Sandy at her heart is still a 
celebration of  the literary arts. And why not? Writing is such a 
tedious, lonely thing. Hours spent, often without fruit or surfacing 
or appreciation.
      Past Editors of  the Sandy have made retrospective comments 
about how, standing twenty feet back, they now realize the overall 
theme of  this semester’s issue was ______.  Flipping through this 
issue, I can’t help but notice the palette of  landscapes: Hawai’i, 
Costa Rica, New England, Iraq. Or maybe the theme is the 
equally suddenness of  birth and death. Or how experiences can be 
constructed from downfalls. Or the acceptance of  growing pains 
and growing old. Whatever the theme, each piece offers a lens, 
each wordsmith becomes a scribe of  human emotion, a collection 
of  timeless issues wrapped around individual experience. After 
reading and rereading these pieces dozens of  times, I’m surprised 
by how I continually unearth layers and complexities.
      So read each piece dozens of  times. Carry a copy in your purse 
or back pocket—it’s just the right size. Smell the pages. Crack the 
binding. Be blown away. And next time you pass by a writer, give 
him or her a hug.

Jacques





I sometimes wondered what the use of  any of  the arts 
was. The best thing I could come up with was what I 
call the canary in the coal mine theory of  the arts. This 
theory says that artists are useful to society because they 
are so sensitive. They are super-sensitive. They keel 
over like canaries in poison coal mines long before more 
robust types realize that there is any danger whatsoever.

K u r t   V o n n e g u t   J r.
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In the spacIous room, low-lIt to the level of predawn, I stood 
whispering solace. Amanda tightened her grip periodically and 
through grinding teeth would say, “That is not helping.” I changed 
the blue pads when they were soaked through and continued 
my quiet encouragement. After refusing painkillers, as she had 
promised she would, I drew a bath; three more centimeters and 
she would be ready. 

I waited for the expected things: the tears; the breathe, breathe, 
breathe; the blood; the tests; the moment when I first saw, first 
heard, first held. It was the scent, though, that remade me. A 
smell both earthen and empyrean and undeniably mine filled me 
when I touched cheek to nape. It would fade in her first three 
days, replaced by warm milk and meconium and mild soap. But 
Goddamn if Eden didn’t enter this world, nose bruised bluish from 
the tunnel, smelling of fresh existence.

Sean Marley
     Apotheosis
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The barkline of the tree
and the sound of the waves
breaking on the nearby shore
hollow out, expanding through
the slow moving roots
making their way down
through the sandy soil. 

In the still afternoon,
my mother sits beneath
the cherry blossom tree
planted atop the ashes
of my Great Aunt.

She whispers,
You were my Lighthouse,
my mainland, shoreline.

In the mornings, the quiet hands 
of my Great Aunt held the arms
of my young mother, as a baby 
swelled and kicked inside her

and afterwards, when it was gone,
the soft cradle of a single body sank back
to shore, sore from pushing and opening
and releasing something into the world 
which she could not call her own. 

Elizabeth Kelley
     Lighthouse
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Monique Trundy
Baby Spider
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Debbie: 1988

“Jon Pochran.”
“Here.”
“Carla Rumburg.”
“Here.”
“James Ryan…James Ryan?…Layla Sloatman.”
“Here.”
“Jennifer Seward.”
“Here.”
“Paul Thorpe.”
“Here.”
“Darrell Zwerling.”
“Here.”
“Did Debbie drop out?” Carla whispered. “Mr. McKenzie 

doesn’t even call her name anymore.”
“She’s sick, I guess,” Layla said.  “Robby picks up her homework 

every day.”
“I heard she’s pregnant,” said Jennifer.
“What?”
“No way.”
“Did you notice how she gained all that weight a couple 

months ago—”
“—right before she stopped showing up!” Carla said. “Oh 

my god.”
“I know. I guess she’s due, like, any day now.”
“Wow.”
“But, you know, wasn’t there a rumor that she was pregnant 

last year?” said Layla. “I mean, everyone knows she’s kind of a slut, 
but maybe it’s just a rumor?”

“I heard she was pregnant last year,” said Jennifer. “She just 
lost the baby.”

“It died??”
“Well, I mean, she had a miscarriage. I mean, she wasn’t even 

really pregnant for that long.”
“Oh my god. So…she’s pregnant again?” said Carla.
“She’s supposed to have the baby, like, any day now.”
“Who’s the father?”

Emily Young
    The Long List of Girls
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“Who do you think it is?”
“Geez, Jenny, I don’t know. Mr. McKenzie?”
“Shhh!” Layla raised her eyebrows.
“Roger Peltier.”
“Oh my god! I forgot they even dated—that was like eight 

months ago.”
“Maybe even nine?” Jennifer grinned.
“Oh yeah.”
“Duh, Carla.”
“Wow, I cannot even imagine having a kid when you’re only 

sixteen.”
“Debbie could,” said Jennifer, still grinning.
“Well, she’s obviously had a few months to think about it.”
“No, I mean. She got pregnant on purpose.”
“Oh my god.”
“Wow,” said Layla. “And then Roger broke up with her? That 

sucks so much.”
“He doesn’t even know.”
“How could he not know?”
“Well, I heard she poked holes in the condom.”
“Holy crap.”
“That is so messed up.”

Somewhere in a small house nearby, the girl was sitting and 
smiling. She could imagine worse conversations, but no matter 
what they said, she smiled. She had the whole world before her, 
wrapped up in her swollen belly. Everything pleased her today: the 
softness of her skin against her shirt, the smell of apricots frying 
as her mother prepared lunch. The aching in her breasts, and the 
smell of sweat, even when it was cold outside. The new hunger in 
her belly, and her small feet in new socks, like tiny white wings.

Paullina: 1990

 It was:
graduation
 It was:
girls against boys
 It was:
square hat
square hat
square hat
square hat
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THERE,
hey hey hey
look over here
look over here
look look look over here
look—   oh hey
yeah, hey. I see you

I see you I see you
this is so boring 

I know
I hate it  I know
want to get out of here?

what?
you and me
out of here

um.
please?  what?
you’re so fucking dense

you and me?
yes yes

And then:
“Um…hi?’

“Hi.”  bats eyes—
—seductively I think

goddaamn.
“So…”

“Yeah?” absolutely no backbone
“My name’s Roger.”

shakes hand—
—and pulling—
—and kissing—

—kisses back
back
back

. 
“Paullina.”

“Um…”
“We were in chemistry.”

“Paullina.”
“Back row.”

..oh

..oh
“I—”

and kissing  Fuck
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“This is…”
“…what you want?”
 soooo not stopping  “…awfully sudden.”

 .
“Fuck.” 

“You just graduated. You’re free.”
.
.

“So what do you want now?”
and not stopping

this
“You.”
I think

And then:
“That was

“Um.”  amazing.”
 .

“So what are you doing…?”
“After high school?”
.
“Sticking around here.”

“Me too.
Or maybe leaving.”

“Me too.”
does he know this has been all year?
“Roger?”

“Yeah?”
and smiling—  —smiles back
 

And then:
so sparse

so easy going
worth it

fleeting
“Roger, I…”
…miss you 
“…want you.”

want me 
back
back
back
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And then:
“Are you…”

“…sticking around?”
or maybe leaving

“Roger, I…”
…miss you
“Roger, I’m…”
…pregnant?
“Roger, I…”
…need you to stay  “I can’t.”

And then:

Blithe: 1991

thIs Is the shIrt I was wearIng when I met you—the yellow one 
with a tiny ribbon at the top. I was loading groceries into my car, 
and when a can of carrots rolled away, you rescued it from under 
a nearby Subaru. I never really liked this shirt; I bought it because 
I had started working for that temp agency, and it looked more 
professional than anything else I had. You left with my number in 
your pocket, and I think I started to like that shirt a lot better.

This is the white sweater that, paired with my denim skirt, 
so awkwardly matched your white shirt and jeans. I wanted to 
change, but you said it was okay, it was fine, the theater would 
be dark anyway. This is the stain from ice cream when I wanted 
you to know I wasn’t easy, but you already knew we were taking 
it slow.

This is the shirt you always said was your favorite. You said 
I always looked good in blue—it matched your eyes. I’ve worn it 
so many times for you that a small hole grew at the neckline, and 
I had to buy blue thread to sew it up. You never said anything. It 
was still perfect.

This is the dress I wore the day I lost it. The day I gave it to 
you. Red velvet with little caps for sleeves. You couldn’t believe I 
was a 26-year-old virgin. I’m still not sure which part you couldn’t 
believe. I couldn’t find the dress for days—it was under the bed—I 
haven’t worn it since. You used to be so sweet to me.

I broke the heel of these shoes running after you. I told you 
I couldn’t run in heels, but you went anyway, appearing and 
disappearing under streetlights, with only the sound of me yelling 
Roger down the alley, echoing off the buildings. It was just a game, 
but I didn’t like seeing you go so far away so fast. At least you let 
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me catch you that time.
These are the white pants I changed out of when I realized my 

friends would be in town that week. But they never came. I couldn’t 
bear to tell you that. You already looked like you might leave.

This is the sweater I borrowed from Abby while we sat in an 
over-air conditioned waiting room. It was such a weird day. This 
dull gray of thick yarn is the buzzing of the fluorescent lights that 
paled our faces while we waited for my name. For someone who 
has always imagined one day being a mother, I couldn’t believe I 
was there. I should really return this to her.

This is the new shirt—blue with tiny white flowers. I wore 
it the last time I saw you. I thought you’d really like it, tell me I 
looked pretty. You broke up with me instead.

Michaela: 1992

she popped an awkward squat and waIted for the lIttle trIckle. 
Is this stage fright? But the house was empty. It was noon, and she 
wished she was cutting school to do fun stuff, not waiting to find 
out if she was having Mr. I’ll-Pull-Out-In-Time’s baby.

This is some kind of fucked up karma, she thought. How can I 
tell my parents that, yes, their little ballerina has a boyfriend; yes, he’s 
older; yes, we’ve had sex; yes, I’m knocked up. Knocked up. What an 
embarrassing phrase.

If one line means I’m not pregnant, two lines means I am, what if I 
get three? Michaela had a horrible image of a double baby, like cats 
with double paws, or maybe a super baby.

The package said to wait five minutes. Five minutes. An eternity. 
Were there already lines? Or was it the afterimage from the light 
seeping in between the blinds?

She remembered that Roger was supposed to call that night 
and shuddered. Positive or negative, he’s out. Who else could make a 
lazy eye look cool? Him and his ripped up jeans, his sex hair.

She didn’t know where he had come from, but when she’d 
peeked up at him from under her bangs and let him peek back at 
her, she felt so much older than sixteen. Here was someone that 
could save her from a life so mundane. Knight in grungy armor? 
Maybe.

She feels old again with this small stick in her hand, waiting for 
it to predict her future. Life in suburbia with parents who weren’t 
angry with her, because she hadn’t messed up, and no baby sounded 
like a dream to her now.
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Angie:  1997

To:   hot2trot@yahoo.com
From:   lady_petunia@juno.com
Date:   Mar 20, 1998  4:10 PM
Subject:   hey
hey ang what r u up 2 tomarrow? molls and i r going 2 that thing 
up at Blakes house, can u make it? and can i borrow ur black shirt 
with the thing on the side??
k thanx, cu tomarrow!

To:   hot2trot@yahoo.com
From:   belphegor@together.net
Date:   Mar 20, 1998 10:48 PM
Subject:  Re: [re: Re:  can i see you]
Angela, how are you? It’s been a little while since I’ve heard from 
you. Do you still want to go to Philadelphia this weekend?
Call me.
Roger

To:   hot2trot@yahoo.com
From:   xXpigvomitXx@aol.com
Date:   Mar 21, 1998 11:18 AM
Subject:   this weekend
hey there sexy. can we do that again?
--Billy

To:   xXpigvomitXx@aol.com
From:   hot2trot@yahoo.com
Date:   Mar 21, 1998 12:28 PM
Subject:   Re:  this weekend
see you saturday.

To:   lady_petunia@juno.com
From:   hot2trot@yahoo.com
Date:   Mar 21, 1998 12:34 PM
Subject:   Re:  hey
Hey Lady, I can’t make it tonight, the thing is I have to go to 
PP…again. I’ll probably just want to lay low tonight. Maybe this 
weekend?
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To:   hot2trot@yahoo.com
From:   lady_petunia@juno.com
Date:   Mar 21, 1998 1:04 PM
Subject:
OMG AGAIN??
is it billy’s? u really need 2 be more careful im serious. ill buy u 
condoms.

To:   hot2trot@yahoo.com
From:   lady_petunia@juno.com
Date:   Mar 21, 1998 1:05 PM
Subject:
do u need a ride?? plz call me. love u. lady

To:   hot2trot@yahoo.com
From:   jaredsfriend76@mothballs.net
Date:   Mar 21, 1998 2:13 PM
Subject:   HI
Hi, it’s Max, we met at the packing house last week. I’m Jared’s 
friend. Do you want to hang out sometime?

To:   jaredsfriend76@mothballs.net
From:   hot2trot@yahoo.com
Date:   Mar 21, 1998 3:07 PM
Subject:   Re:  HI
Yes. I’m kinda busy this weekend though…can you remind me in 
a few days?
;-}

To:   lady_petunia@juno.com
From:   hot2trot@yahoo.com
Date:   Mar 21, 1998 3:10 PM
Subject:   Re:
Roger, that philly guy.
I know, I don’t even want to talk about it, it’s such a fucking 
headache. Let’s hang out saturday though?

Christine: 1997

I can’t belIeve I’d ever mIss the blood, the mInor aches and that 
feeling of just wanting to be wanted by you, by anyone. I know 
it’s time to accept it, I feel it must be, but I’ve spent the last four 
weeks praying for blood. How can I stop that hope now?
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Should I be walking like a cow? Bowed legs like a camel, like 
a ranch hand? Careful of my swollen udder? Nothing has really 
changed yet, but my back already hurts thinking about it. I’d take 
the bus, but I don’t even have a dollar. Pathetic.

Somehow, I know you’ll leave me if I tell you. I’ve seen your 
out-the-door eyes already, on late mornings and sometimes in the 
afternoon. That wild-eyed look. You are a beautiful balloon just 
realizing that nothing is holding you to the ground. And I am the 
ground. And dirt cannot grasp.

I can’t have a child. I’ve never felt like a mother. I’m not fit for 
it. My arms aren’t made to hold a baby—I wouldn’t know how. 
How to wash it, what to feed it. How to keep it happy. How can I 
provide for a child when I can’t even keep you in smiles?

Long walks like this only depress me. Maybe it’s the bitterness 
of bad news, but as I walk through the—snow? rain?—mist, 
coating my shoulders and my hair with tiny beads, graying it like 
old-lady hair, all I feel is used up. Alone. You’re my candy—when 
I am with you, I glow, but the fading is so fast when you leave 
because I never know if you’ll come back. Lemon drop. You can’t 
feed off me as I feed off you because it is only your energy to 
begin with.

Our child will be beautiful though, if she is anything like you. 
Charismatic. Angelic. I’ll always have this small part of you, this 
section sliced off. Does that sort of energy suit your appetite? 
Small and brilliant, little winged one.

If you mix with the ground, will you stay rooted? Will this 
small piece of yourself attract you to me? If she calls you Daddy, 
will you stay?
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Becca Rennak
Darling
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Like a black sail twirling above the swell,               
       the boy’s bathing suit dimpled and slipped    
below the foam, his fishing pole bobbing,                
            descending beside him. His father,                      

a parental panopticon, witnessed                          
       the last youthful bubbles bristling                        
the sea’s peal. Soaking salt in his searches,
            he choked on his loss, swirling deeper         
 
in the folded riptide. Rainbow fish flashed                 
       scales over pink flesh of both father                         
and son, tasting, swimming under the dark                    
            shadows of floating wreaths, sentinels                 

       sent by families to mourn bodies swept                 
            out, hardened to coral, ground to sand.                     

Danielle LeBlanc
    Ecology of Grief
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Michael Curtis

and I jumped off three tImes and I dIn’t even flInch. we was 
at the Heatahs over in ‘Keag. On ‘Keag Rivah. And I stoled Jim’s 
bike, and I rode it for a little while, but then I let ’im have it back. 
And it was Jim and me and the Perkins boys, Billy and Chuck. And 
when I stoled it, I’d about thought he’d shit a brick. 

“Give it back,” he says. He says, “It’s mine and give it back, 
Mike Curtis!”

And I din’t ‘cause I’m oldest and biggest of any those Perkins’ 
boys or tiny Jim Wheelah. And so he chased me roun’ and roun’ 
the road and got the dust flyin’ and till I got sick of it. I give it 
back to ’im.

“How much we got furtha, you think?” Chuck Perkins ask. 
Chuck Perkins looks like a chicken. It’s his nose, my Mum says. 
She says, “That poh Chuck Perkins gots the face of a grosbeak,” 
she says. And I think Chuck Perkins looks like a chicken.

“‘Bou’ half an hour,” I says. We were walkin’ back to Macwahoc, 
and Jim Wheelah was gettin’ far ahead on his bike. I think it makes 
it so you feel wicked slow if you’ve got somebody else movin’ 
fast ahead. Jim was home first and we says hello to ole’ fat Mrs. 
Wheelah with the two Wheelah girls tangled up inside her dress 
like a three-headed moose. She give us a wave and told us to get 
on home. 

The Perkins’ fahm is right by. We don’t say much when we 
get on home ‘cause we know it’s bad. We don’t say it but our 
eyes say, “When it’s light out, we’ll meet here and go away again 
to Molunkus or ‘Keag or even Millinocket or even go up into 
Aroostook and go away. Or even down south to Lincoln or Bangor 
or some faraway place. But we go on home now and get us fed 
and us take care of us and ours, and it won’ be all too bad tonight 
maybe, and, after all, when it’s light, we’ll meet right back hea’, 
same place, same time,” we says with our eyes. An’ the Perkins boys 
go on to the Perkins’ fahm and I go on ‘twads the woods.

Ryan Pickering
    Dodge
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Minnie Curtis

mIchael come home ‘bout fIve, and frank come home ‘bout sIx. 
I was numb and left the house a mess, and I had it comin’. I know 
it. Numbah than a pounded thumb.

We ate suppah, and Frank went out to clean his gun. Michael 
got in his way, and they was in the woodshed. It’s gonna be a hot 
night and humid, too, lessen’ there’s a breeze, but I doubt it. I got 
to cut my hair.

Dodge is makin’ a racket again. He’d a’been gone long before 
now if Frank din’t coddle him so much. He loves that dog like it’s 
his own flesh’n blood, or he’s married to it. 

It’s good Frank took Michael to the woodshed. It’ll tucker 
him out, maybe. And when he goes huntin’, he won’t be back for 
a couple days. 

I got to do it before Bill York comes by. I got to cut my hair. 
I got to cut my hair ‘cause it touches my neck, and it feels like 

a moth on my neck or like an ant crawlin’ into my brain through 
my ears or like ropes he can grab right hold of.

Michael Curtis

that goddamn chIckadee-dee-dee-dee. I don’t know what you 
got to toot about. Dee-dee. Shut it. I bet you don’t get it for smartin’ 
off, chicka-dee-dee. 

“Shut it, Dodge!”  Dodge is a dog, and he got named after Dad’s 
truck. Now all he’s done is bark bark bark bark bark bark. What in 
tarnation he’s got on about now, I got no idear. Probly the damn 
chickadees. “Shut it!”

I brung Dodge ‘cuz he’s good at findin’ sticks. Not too skinny 
else they’ll sting, but not too thick else they’ll break or Dad’ll chuck 
it an’ make me come back to get anothah one. I can’t be too long, 
but’s just as well ‘cause those damn chickadee-dee-dees drive me 
crazier’n a run-over squirrel.

Frank Curtis

up across molunkus stream. we got us a camp up there about 
9 miles off the road on a logging road. Bill’s over ‘bout five this 
mornin’. I had Minnie get breakfast, ‘bout the best she could do 
was bread and jam, she’s s’numb. 
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We went out the door just in time to see Ol’ Jim Kimball 
walkin’. Jus’ as always, he’s up and runnin’ before the sun can catch 
’im. Dodge got to barkin’ after the slap of the screen door behind 
Bill and me. ‘Bout anythin’ sets him off nowadays. Older’n dirt.

We got off Route 2 and made it a couple miles down the dirt 
road, and Bill touched my knee quick and says real quiet “Shhh, 
slowit down, Frank.”  And I put my foot on the brake real slow 
and see where Bill’s lookin’ at a field off ahead to the left. He gets 
his gun, and I slow the truck down and stop and park and reach 
around for my gun, too. The doors open kind of loud, and we leave 
‘em open. My truck in the middle of the road.

At first, I couldn’t make sense of it, but then I see it. And Bill 
and I just as quiet as mice sneak sneak sneak. And Bill got his gun 
out, and he up ahead, and me doubled over walkin’ like a chicken. 
My boots got stuck to the mud, and I can’t breath with me almost 
havin’ a heart attack-BANG! I duck my head down like it was 
aimed at me. I look over, and I say miss miss miss. And he missed 
‘cuz I saw that white butt jumpin’ back to the woods. 

So we got in the truck and went to camp and played cribbage 
like that’s what you do when you go huntin’, ‘cause it wouldn’t be 
huntin’ if he just shot that doe, and we’d drug it to the truck and 
turned ‘round and gone back home. Cribbage. That’s huntin’. 

Bill York

15-2. 15-4.
And a pair is 6.
One. That doe.
Two. Pretty like Minnie. 
Three. But not crazy. 
Four. He’s a pansy. 
Five. Ducked like it was a bomb.
Six. But don’t tell him.
 
I let it go. 

Minnie Curtis

I got to.
But first I went just up the road to Helen Crockett’s place. I 

baked her whoopie pies and got her mail to save the trip. She 
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doesn’t step a foot on her driveway now on account she found her 
husband there dead. I think nowadays I’m about all the company 
she gets.

We do all sorts of things. I make her some coffee, and I clean up, 
and I move some things ‘cause it’s all laid out a mess. I got to tell 
her all about my day and my hair I got to, and she doesn’t talk much, 
but I know she likes it because I know I’d like it if anybody came 
to visit me even once. I think everyone old is ugly. But because I’m 
so nice, I hold her sweet old ugly hand. And then I got to go home 
and think just how nice it is to see old Helen Crockett again. 

That dog was in my bed when I got home. He made an awful 
squeal when I kicked him.

Helen Crockett

If I got to hear from crazy mInnIe curtIs one more tIme, I’m 
gonna rip out all her hair and stuff it into her empty skull. I can’t 
find a damn thing after she leaves, and I don’t know how many 
times I’ve got to tell her I got the diabetes. 

I’m gonna die a lonely old hag, and it don’t come soon enough. 
I see her put on her stink-face when she touch my hand like old is 
a disease that’s gonna spread. Well, Minnie Curtis, you’ve near-
as-well caught it. So get out the way, so I can die cold and lonely 
like I’m meant to. 

Michael Curtis

dad took dodge to camp, and so when I went to meet the 
Perkins boys, I couldn’t bring Dodge like we’d planned it. And I 
showed them my arm, and I couldn’t show ‘em my butt, and Chuck 
showed me his back, and I knowed it wasn’t all too bad, yesterday 
was a good day, and today we was going to Macwahoc Stream, and 
Jim din’t have his bike, and he din’t have to show us anything ‘cuz 
we can always see he’s just small, and his Mum just pops ‘em out too 
fast, so we give him what we brought him to eat, and we sit by the 
stream, and we see the big storm clouds comin’, but we don’t mind 
‘cuz we know it won’t get here for hours, and Dad won’t be home 
‘til tomorrow, and so we listen the cicada buzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz, 
and we figure it’s warm enough so we should go swimmin’.
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Frank Curtis

when I got home from camp, It was raInIng the sIze of 
buckshot. Minnie was in the bedroom, and she was cryin’ over a 
pair of scissors and a pile of her own hair.

I says, “What the hell’s wrong with you!”
She says, “Nuthin’.”
And I showed her nuthin’. 
And she curled up like a dog and starts cryin’ like she’s not 

gonna stop it, and I ain’t got any idear why.  So I turn her over so 
I don’t got to see it. And all I can think of is cribbage with Bill and 
how good it is to drive away with Bill in the truck. And I think 
about my knee. And it’s in all that thinkin’ that makes me lay her 
out. And then she scream when I pull down her drawers, but it 
don’t matter ‘cause I’m her husband, and it’s my right to do it. So 
I do it, and I think how nice a time it is with Bill. He touched my 
knee in the truck. Bill York touched my knee. Oh, Bill, Bill, Bill. 

Minnie Curtis

I cut my haIr so It wasn’t ropes, but he stIll pulled, but It’s 
not ants anymore. But I cried because maybe Bill won’t think I’m 
pretty. But then Frank came and yelled and touched me like he 
was touchin’ a dog. Like every time he comes back from huntin’ 
with Bill. He don’t touch nobody else like a dog, not even Dodge. 
And I’m a dog I’m a dog I’m a dog

Michael Curtis

I flInched when mom shot dodge and I saw and I don’t know but 
she did and I saw brains out his eye and I can’t and I saw barkin’ 
at the screen door slap and BANG and red brains I saw brains and 
blood and I saw Dodge and I can’t and the red and I saw Dad puke 
and the red red blood and saw and I can’t breathe, and the noise 
I saw I can’t red saw and I saw and I can’t saw red
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I.

On an April morning, I am in bed. Snow unfolds 
from the clouds. Earlier this week I learned 
the Spanish word for clouds: Las nubes. I want 
to lie in the snow, sinking in until I’m covered. 
Entombed by white, I’ll think about how I only know
some words, like nubes and toronja, which is Spanish 
grapefruit, and how other words—like the one for love; 
is it amor, or is that Italian?—escape me
like flakes of snow falling toward my tongue 
in a parking lot. I know all the words that don’t 
matter, but never the ones that should.

Twenty-four hours ago I was in this exact same 
spot, doing the exact same thing: lying in bed, my hand
in my underpants, sinking in, covering. On my computer 
screen a few feet away is “A Litany for Survival” by Audre
Lorde. I think I am probably the only person who masturbates
to good poetry. In the rush that comes, my hips twist 
and I feel good for as long as the heat lasts, and then
I am in bed doing nothing again. Outside two janitors shovel 
walkways, their shovels scraping against the ground like
matches that won’t catch flame.

II.

Last night, you sat at your desk, your
bongos locked away in the closet above
your head, untouched for the last half-year.
I sat on your couch, half-crumpled papers
with your handwriting touching my thighs. You
played me a song you recorded six months ago, your
best friend singing lead. You draw your knees up to
your chest, embarrassed by the noises you make in the
background, but your cheeks speckle with the heat of
remembering how it felt to lose yourself completely
in a moment. My cheeks speckle, too.

Andrea Bechen
    Searching for a Signal
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III.

Outside you are walking somewhere, your backpack on
your shoulders (What’s the word for “you”? I should 
remember). You search for the sky—cielo—through
the snow—nieve—as it lands on your eyelashes. I am lying 
in my bed—mi cama—staring out at the whiteness. 
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Mae Capewell
Winchester House
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under russIa’s communIst rule, all non-russIans In ukraIne 
and other republics underwent Russification through a campaign 
launched in Moscow. This wasn’t new since the Soviet Union had 
attempted the process as early as the 16th century, but it wasn’t 
until the 1950s through the 1980s that it reached a new, more 
intense level. It was about ultimate control. Like hens forced to only 
lay large brown eggs, the Ukrainian public was forced to learn the 
Russian language and culture. The communist face of Lenin was 
plastered to every wall in every business and educational building 
like one immense shrine connected by photograph copies and 
black frames. His portraits and photographs portrayed a constant 
hanging head of a pale, bald man with a curling mustache. The 
voices of television, teachers, and professors all around Ukraine 
became undeniably Russian, undeniably Communist whether they 
were or weren’t. 

Communists were also atheists, using Christian church 
buildings as warehouses or museums. Church leaders and believers 
alike, especially Evangelists, were taunted, harassed, imprisoned, 
and some killed in the earlier days. On the outside it appeared like 
the public forgot how to pray, tucking away icons of Mary, Jesus, 
and God, but in most homes people still brought their palms 
together and touched the four corners of their bodies in the shape 
of a cross. It looked like all the secret praying paid off in 1991 when 
Ukraine gained independence and started to slowly take down the 
chains of communism. Amen.

April 26, 1986, about a year after my birth, Reactor Four burst 
at the Chernobyl Power Station. The reactor became extremely 
unstable during a routine checkup, operating on very low power. 
Hissing and popping, explosions echoed through Chernobyl. 
One explosion blew a hole in the roof of the power plant; other 
eruptions melted the reactor core, which looked like an empty 
ribcage. Thirty-one people died that day, but their death certificates 
were forbidden to state the cause of death as “radiation;” the Soviets 
liked to keep secrets then and said thyroid cancer, not radiation, 
was the cause of cancer. Ukraine (still part of the Soviet Union), 
Belarus, and Russia were badly contaminated; radioactive dust 
like Communism in Ukraine and the aftermath still lingered in 
the laundry hung over balconies. 

Anna Plisova
    The Kindergarten
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In March, Article Six of the 1977 USSR constitution was 
amended to be removed. The article was purely communist and 
limited the rights of Soviet citizens, like those in Ukraine, even 
though they had freedom of speech, assembly, and press, because 
the Communist Party was the leading and guiding force. The 
communist leaders of the CPSU, the Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union, ran the political system and all state organizations 
and public organizations for the people. Andrei Sakharov, a black-
mustached nuclear physicist, political dissident, and human rights 
activist, called for a strike against Article Six to be discussed at 
Congress. It was 1989, and I was just beginning kindergarten; to 
me, it was the worst disaster to have happened in Ukraine. 

I’d cry so hard, I’d throw up every mornIng I had to go to 
kindergarten. I stood in rice and milk and soggy baroque carpet 
at the foot of Babushka Natasha’s bed in Odessa, Ukraine. 

“Oh Anichka, oh!” said Grandma, standing in a nightgown, 
folding her heavy arms. 

Eventually, the puddle rolled off the lip of the rug, mummifying 
in the cracks of wooden floor boards. Mama patted dry my cheeks, 
colorless and full like hers, although she hid her whiteness under 
bright, burgundy rouge. The red skirt of my dress had a few 
wiped stains of morning panic, but was still wearable at age five. 
My mother gently tugged me by the arm. Her eyes were teal and 
serious, and we stepped into the dusty yard outside Grandma’s 
brick apartment building, which stretched like gum along Filatov 
Street. Pigeons cooed from the birdturd-splattered windowsills as 
we headed down into the main street full of shops and bakeries. 

 I don’t remember the route we took to kindergarten; it seemed 
a couple blocks away from Babushka Natasha’s. But it was Odessa: 
the busy streets smelled like hot pumpernickel. The crows, cawing. 
There were walnut trees and hedge maples with little airplane 
seeds my mother broke in half where they separated, and we pasted 
them on our noses like little Pinocchios. Aspen trees, whose peeling 
white bark was tempting to jerk at, grew here. A parade of voices 
gossiped around farmer’s tomatoes, sala (salt-pork), and yellow 
cherries at the bazaar where I’d hide baby carrots in my mother’s 
purse as she smiled beneath her bleach-blonde curls. Somewhere, by 
some empty crates, a rose-scarved woman sold roasted sunflower 
seeds in rolled-up newspaper.

The debris of Chernobyl and Communism was still in the 
air. Over 100,000 protesters flooded the streets of Kiev, Ukraine 
under the cool September sun. Voices belted for the resignation 
of Chairman Kravchuk and Prime Minister Vitaliy Masol, the 
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leftovers of the previous communist regime. People waved painted 
signs:  “Freedom for Ukraine,” “No Union Treaty,” and “Out with 
Masol and Kravchuk.”

When we got to kindergarten, my coat was hung on a hook. 
Giving me sweet flakes, Mama pulled my nervous body through a 
hallway with a broom closet on the right. I walked into the open 
classroom with small wooden desks and small wooden chairs, and 
it made the butterflies dance faster inside my belly, still queasy 
from vomiting in the morning. I hugged the doorway between the 
hallway and the classroom, a play area decorated with big-headed 
dolls, stuffed animals, and a vase of artificial red tulips, neat and 
un-played with behind me, and watched the wiggle of my mother’s 
beige trench coat heading outside. Wiping her pink lipstick from 
my forehead, I inched into my seat. Mrs. Olga’s big oak desk was 
centered at the front of the room.

My face burned from crying, and I hated Mrs. Olga. She scared 
me. I imagined she was the Ukrainian folktale witch Baba Yaga 
who straddled broomsticks and climbed the steps of a cabin atop 
four chicken feet. The lanky woman’s ebony hair was pulled back 
tight against her scalp, which exaggerated the pale face and big 
European eyes. She sat up straight at her wooden desk and filled 
out attendance sheets with a ballpoint pen. She also possessed 
wrinkled lips she might have used to bite the heads off husbands 
as a female praying mantis would, and I bet she’d spit our heads 
out too. 

In the tiny kitchen, Olga’s assistant Difa did all the cooking. 
Mrs. Difa was a quiet, plump woman who left the film on top 
of mugs filled with warm milk. I made patterns in my mashed 
potatoes and let them get cold, and I ate whitefish, which landed 
me in the bathroom. My dark-blonde hair falling into the large, 
cracked sink, I turned the faucet all-the-way, the cold water making 
screeching noises. The bathroom smelled like chlorine and dust. 
The toilets wedged into the grey-green tiles and I stuck my fingers 
deep into my throat, hacking, coughing fish bones out, begging 
for the choking to stop. From then on, I never told my mother 
why I didn’t like her swordfish soup even though she cleaned the 
fillets well. 

Tarasick’s sister dressed him in skirts and painted his nails. 
He was my best friend and a troublemaker at Olga’s, loud like an 
accordion, and often picking his nose. Mrs. Olga and Mrs. Difa 
yanked his ears pink, but not as much as he deserved, because 
Tarasick’s father worked for the police department and helped fund 
the kindergarten. His father looked like the Communist president 
Lenin; burly, bald and with a curling mustache. I knew this because 
pictures of Lenin hung in just about every education building, 
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in cheap black or gold frames. There was one somewhere in our 
kindergarten, a large painted head poking out of a white collar, 
where I imagine Mrs. Olga getting on tiptoes, kissing his forehead. 
Sometimes Tarasick’s father brought him to the willow park where 
Grandma Natasha and I would go. The hanging branches stretched 
like lime-colored necklaces above the grass. Grandma Natasha 
made me head wreaths out of the willow threads, weaving the 
soft stems in and out the way she worked a knitting needle. Her 
short bob looked silver in the sunlight. Sometimes, Grandma and 
I twirled dandelions into our leafy head decorations, and I chased 
Tarasick with the wreath until he let me crown his messy head. 
No matter how many times Mama warned me about dandelions, 
I came home with my fingers stained and the yellow-brown spots 
on my tee-shirt, which I used as a napkin. 

We got to doodle after naptime. I drew stick figures and dog-
horses and cat-mice. The Picasso of the class was stringy-blonde 
and frail. We cramped her desk like a mob scene to ooh and ahh. 
Stretching our necks like ostriches, the class stared at her colored 
pencil people and animals with filled-out bodies: stick figures that 
were fed. Elbows and knees bent smooth around the human joints. 
In the art of stick figures, joints connect at 90 degree angles and 
could snap off, brittle as my sweet flakes. 

Tarasick and I got punished once during naptime. He didn’t 
help my reputation. He was a criminal of fashion more than he was 
a kindergarten troublemaker, who wore pleated skirts and black 
shoes without socks. In the bedroom, twenty or so beds huddled 
neatly together. There was only enough space for us to walk and 
put our shoes next to the beds. All the kids were jittery after 
lunch, and since there were no shades, the light breaking through 
the windows made it harder to fall asleep. It took several jumps 
on the squeaky mattresses before everyone grew tired. Mrs. Olga 
and Difa were out on lunch breaks while the housekeeper Natasha 
cleaned sticky mugs and plates and swept the classroom. I slept in 
the corner under an open window. A grapevine grew outside the 
window. Once, hundreds of black ants scurried up the grapevine 
and through the window, crawling over me, and I was half-yelping, 
half-breathing as they tried to carry me off like a leaf. I woke from 
a dream with a tickling to pee, and I scampered to the bathroom. 
As I shimmied down my underpants, a floating goldfish bobbed 
in the toilet water. It stared at me with its bulging eyeballs. I ran 
to wake up Tarasick. He got up, still blinking out sleep, rubbing 
his eyes with fingers painted in black nail polish. 

“There’s a fish in the toilet!”
“We have to save it!” he said. 
“Wake up, you guys! Wake up!” 
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We went around shaking kids side-to-side until everyone 
gathered in the bathroom. We were so close, we touched ribs; 
the tiles cold under our toes. Tarasick and I stood by the toilet 
seat, poking the yellow-orange fish with our fingers, watching it 
bounce in the water. The ruffles in his pleated skirt were crinkled. 
“Tarasick, we have to save it. It’s still swimming!” I said. His 
freckled face produced a smile like a half-moon. 

Our giggles and chatter echoed inside the bathroom and 
Natasha burst inside like confetti. She pulled our ears all the way 
to the broom closet where Mrs. Olga ordered all hooligans to 
go. The door shut. The room was dark and smelled like sweaty 
mops. Tarasick and I knotted our small fingers together for a 
little while, whispering. The pitch-black closet grew boring until 
I found a string to tug. The mops and brooms and sponges and 
other cleaning things glistened under a 60 watt light bulb. Oh, this 
wasn’t punishment! This was a toy store! We swept with brooms, 
pressing the bristles against the floor, and we opened small match 
boxes. Even though it was fun, somehow I knew this must have 
been very wrong. 

A year later, in 1990, one hundred fifty students chanted 
beside their tents in front of a store Lenin monument on October 
Revolution Square in Kiev, thirty minutes away from Odessa. 
They declared a hunger strike and demanded, “The resignation 
of Prime Minister Masol, new multi-party elections in the spring, 
the nationalization of Communist Party property,” among other 
requests. The chains of Communism were beginning to get rusty. 
Under the pressure, Masol resigned on October 17th. On the 23rd, 
the Supreme Soviet voted to remove the communist Article Six. 

I went to two kindergartens for about two years, so this could 
be meshed, but both stung. I even refused eating my mother’s 
cream of wheat because it reminded me of warm milk with film. 
It had lumps. But it wasn’t Mrs. Olga’s or Mrs. Difa’s fault that 
Lenin hung on the walls, that he watched with sooty eyes when I 
turned seven and started first grade in 1991, when Ukraine gained 
independence by a 90 percent vote and the Russian parliament 
banned Communist party organizations from workplaces. Maybe 
Mrs. Olga got fired that year.
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the twIlIght darkens, and the mosquItoes are out. your 
granddaddy’s rockin’ in his chair. He’s got an old face, but hands 
built for the harpsichord. He plays the guitar like the world’s gonna 
end. “Hey, Whip,” he says, “Whip, fetch me the handle.” And you 
do because your granddaddy likes to talk to you after he smells 
a bit. Sour and dank, he’s buttered up and his breath’s a little too 
warm on your face.

His glass is sweaty and all the ice has melted, but he doesn’t 
care. He takes the bottle from you and pours from it. Splash to the 
bottom of the well. One time, after your granddaddy had fallen 
asleep, throat and chin pointed towards the stars, you sipped from 
his glass. It was bitter and burned like gasoline all the way down 
to the canyon of your stomach. You ran inside to fetch water from 
the tap and drank it until you were out of breath and no longer 
hot or flushed.

He’s still rockin’. He looks at you over the rim, finger tappin’ 
on the side. “You ever seen moonshine, boy?” You’re not sure. 
You’ve seen the moon shining at night. You’ve seen the stars and 
the sun and the moon. His laugh is rough. “Alcohol,” he says and 
stops rockin’. “It’s a hell of a lot stronger than this shit.” He lifts 
the glass towards you. “We drank moonshine a lot when I was a 
runt. It was cheaper than that mobster shit. Burn it blue and drink 
it until the cows come home. We didn’t have no cows though.” He 
pauses to look at you. The stubble on his face is white and it glows 
in what little light is left. He scratches his chin. The sound is loud 
and grating. “Those were rough times.” He begins to rock again.

“Hey Whip, you ever been with a gal? Some cute little fox bind 
you with her ribbons?” You want to tell him that you’ve laid with 
many girls, all who were heartbreakingly pretty and smelled like 
flowers. You’ve heard older boys say that girls are soft and easy 
to touch. It’s all a mystery to you. You give a quick nod, and your 
granddaddy laughs again, a deep belly-shaking laugh. “Don’t you 
rush things now; you’ve got plenty of time.” He looks at you, and 
your cheeks burn. He knows what you’ve got in your head. You 
know ‘cause you asked him one time. He laughed, pinched your 
side and pushed you away.

 “Ya know, I had a girl once.” His rockin’ slows. “Well, I mean I 
been with plenty of girls, but this one was special. She had a honey 

Amy Blankenship
     When Things Grow in Your Throat
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voice and the hips to match it. She was a lady. Beautiful, dressed 
nice— her cheeks turned red whenever we went out ‘cause I wasn’t 
too stylish.” He laughs. “It didn’t matter none in the end though, 
she liked me just the same.” You hear him swallow. The sound is 
soft and strangled, like a lamb is dying in his esophagus. 

The peepers are singing and night’s brushing her long hair 
around the house. The air’s warm and moist, and your granddaddy 
pours another. The label on the handle has been peeling for 
sometime now, and your granddaddy’s fingers find it, pick it 
nervously. He looks at you again. You want to know more about 
her. “Grandaddy, who is she?”

His face smolders at you, his jaw thawin’. “Well whoever she 
was, she ain’t no more, so don’t you worry none about it.” His voice 
catches at some block in his throat. For a moment, you feel closer 
to him than you ever had before. You want to tell him you know 
what it felt like to have a small creature die on the back of your 
tongue, and how it felt when you loved and lost a lady.

“I understand,” you say, holding your breath.
His eyes hold yours a bit longer than usual. He starts rockin’ 

again. “No you don’t,” he says, and sometimes you feel like he could 
pour everythin’ you got in your head into one of his glasses and 
then he’d be able to see every lie you ever told him, swirlin’ round 
the bottom of the cup. Because, you know, you’ve kept a count and 
record of every single one just out of the guilt of telling them.
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I imagine our mother’s thighs
pushing oceans apart
to make room for her children,
the weight of our empty
mouths pulling at her eyes.

As my hand covers your belly,
the kicks come like waves.
I can already hear the red wails
flowing from your body, the tug
of a tide rushing to fill another shore.

Something in me rises
like the floods held inside
a stormcloud, mighty
as the swell of the sea. 

Hellen Bourque
     For My Sister, Who is Most Beautiful 
 When the Baby is Kicking
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Monique Trundy
Chickens
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I love gettIng packages In the maIl. actually, I just love 
getting mail. There’s the Book of the Month Club my mom signed 
me up for, Christmas cards from members of my old church back 
home, boxes of blank checks, catalogs of items I can never afford, 
and occasionally letters from my mom telling me how much 
she misses me and my daughter and that we should move back 
home with her and Dad. Those letters always seem to follow 
paperwork from the lawyers, confirming not only does my husband 
no longer love me, but he also wants to take everything I have, 
including Dinah. He wants to make sure I’m aware that if I don’t 
do everything perfectly, if I don’t get Dinah to her dance lessons 
on time, if I don’t feed her well-balanced meals, and if I don’t read 
her bedtime stories, I will never see her again. My mother always 
seems to sense when those bad papers come; I never understood 
that sixth sense until I had a daughter of my own.

It was sunny when I opened the front door to get the mail that 
day. The cat raced past my ankles and out the door as I reached 
to open the mailbox. I cursed under my breath at the thought 
of having to waste time trying to get the cat back inside. The trip 
to the mailbox had been fruitless, anyway; three bills, a flyer from 
the local grocery store, and a box of checks were stuffed into the 
dented mailbox I had scavenged for at the solid waste transfer 
station. I had hoped for something more exciting. I always hoped 
there would be a love letter from a single, handsome man who 
wasn’t a substance abuser or a cheater and was willing to accept 
my daughter and me, but there was nothing that day. With a sigh, 
I tried to think of something to distract Dinah long enough for 
me to call the cat in.

“Dinah, what are you doing?” I asked, dumping the bills in a 
pile of other bills I had yet to pay. Ever since I had been released 
from my teaching job and gotten divorced, I had been overwhelmed 
by money collectors, single-but-too-old men, and Dinah’s friends 
from down the street. Any minute I had to myself was precious. 
I loved my daughter, but I was jealous of her at times. I envied 
the way her life was comprised of fighting with her friends over 
who got to play Barbie and who had to play Ken, eating as much 
macaroni and cheese as possible, and running around in a tutu at 
all hours of the day. 

Mary Ellms
    The Cedar Waxwing
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“I’m playing,” came Dinah’s voice from the living room.
I went into the living room, hoping Dinah was sufficiently 

distracted. I just wanted to go outside and get away for one minute. 
If I had the money for a babysitter, if I didn’t have Dinah to take 
care of, I would spend my life doing whatever I wanted. Or maybe 
not. Maybe I’d just waste my time looking for the cat.

She was sprawled on the floor, dressing her Barbie for a 
wedding. I knelt next to her and patted her honey-colored hair, 
trying to ignore the sinking knowledge that I was a horrible 
mother. “I’m going to run outside for a minute and find the cat. 
You stay here and stay out—”

“I want to come!” Dinah stood. “I want to come! Mommy, let 
me come with you!”

“Dinah.” I moaned because I wanted to be alone and knew I had 
no logical excuse to give. “It’s too cold out,” I lied, even though I 
had already told Dinah repeatedly what a beautiful day it was.

“I’ll wear my coat, Mommy.”
“No, Dinah. I said no.”
Her expression sobered. “I want Daddy,” she said, crossing 

her arms over her chest and pouting.
I could have slapped her. She didn’t want her father any more 

than I did; she didn’t like the way his beard scraped her face when 
he kissed her or the way he ignored her when his girlfriends were 
around. She was just trying to get her way, and she was succeeding. 
She knew I would cave as soon as she mentioned her father; 
whether or not she actually understood why, I didn’t know.

I wanted to be strong and put my foot down for once. I wanted 
to tell her that her father was a confused man, and I would spank 
her if she ever threatened me with him again. I opened my mouth 
to say that, but I didn’t have the energy to war with her.

“Fine. You can come with me. But you need to pick up this 
mess first.”

Dinah immediately started gathering her Barbie clothes and 
accessories. I contemplated sneaking out of the house while she 
was distracted. I swore that if I could have just one night to myself, 
I would never think badly about her again.

I helped her struggle into the brand-new jacket that was 
already too small. I knew that I would not be able to replace the 
coat for some time. I could barely afford to keep our shabby rented 
house warm during the winter. As I realized how narrowly I was 
scraping by, I thought about letting Dinah stay with her father. He 
could at least keep her clothed and fed. He could also chastise and 
embarrass her in front of his girlfriends, and make her feel foolish 
for being a child. Then maybe Dinah would realize how good she 
had it with me. She’d beg to come back. But I knew I couldn’t do 
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that to her, as frustrated as she made me. I could never send her 
to live with a man who wanted her so he could claim her on his 
tax forms. Shivering at the thought, I took Dinah’s hand in my 
own and led her out the door. 

“Where’s Kit Cat, Mommy?”
“I don’t know. That’s why we’re looking for her.”
“Come here, Kit Cat! Kit Cat!” Dinah began yelling in her 

whiniest tone. 
“Keep your eyes open,” I said, peeking under my car and in the 

weedy garden. Looking under the grove of nearby trees, I spotted 
the calico cat. “There she is.” I pointed, and Dinah raced ahead.

“Hi, Kit Cat!” Dinah called. “What are you doing over here, 
Kitty?” She reached the cat, stooped to pet it, and let out an ear-
piercing scream. “Mommy! Mommy!”

I sped to her side. “What?”
“Mommy, what is it? What is it?” Dinah pointed to a mass 

of blood and feathers between the cat’s front paws.
“Nothing, honey. Come here.” I tried to pull Dinah away.
“Mommy, it looks like a birdie.” Dinah’s lips began to pucker, 

and her eyes filled.
“Come here, Dinah.”
“It is a birdie, Mommy! Kit Cat killed a birdie!” She ran into 

my arms and began to wail. 
I didn’t know what to do. I didn’t know if I should downplay the 

whole thing and pretend it was nothing, or if I should acknowledge 
that our cat had in fact killed a cedar waxwing: I recognized the 
black mask around its eyes and the waxy texture of its feathers. I 
remembered seeing a flock of them feeding on the mulberry bush 
behind the house. Dinah’s father and I had watched those birds 
for weeks when we first moved in. Their voices woke us in the 
morning, and their play entertained us at the window above the 
sink as we washed dishes at night. When winter came, the birds 
disappeared. I hadn’t seen them in years, since before Dinah was 
born. I wondered if the bird had been caught unaware, if the cat 
had crept up on it, or if the bird had been cornered with no escape 
and saw death approaching. I felt tears brimming my eyes. I finally 
mumbled, “It’s okay, honey,” and stroked Dinah’s back.

“I hate Kit Cat. She killed a birdie. I hate her,” Dinah moaned.
“No, you don’t.”
“Yes, I do. I hate her.”
“It’s what cats do. They kill birds to eat. Kit Cat doesn’t know 

any better.”
“But why, Mommy? We feed her kitty food.”
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I sighed. I didn’t know how to explain the life cycle without 
causing Dinah to cry even more. “Animals eat other animals, honey. 
It’s what they do. It’s the way God made them.”

“But why?”
I didn’t know what else to say. “I don’t know. Let’s go inside.”
“But what about the birdie, Mommy? Her mommy’s gonna 

wonder where she is.”
“It’ll be okay. Her mommy knows.”
“How?”
“Mommies always know.” 
Dinah sat up and sniffled. “I don’t want to leave the birdie here.”
“We’ll bury her, then.”
“Where?”
“Right here. Come on.” I knew that the only way to pacify 

Dinah was to bury the bird, so I picked her up and lugged her 
back into the house. I emptied the check box and grabbed a roll 
of paper towels and a ragged washcloth. In the garage, I handed 
Dinah a garden trowel. Back under the tree, I shooed away the cat 
and picked up the bird’s remains with a paper towel.

“Dinah, put that washcloth in the box,” I said and watched my 
daughter quickly obey. I then placed the bird in the box and covered 
the sticky corpse with one edge of the washcloth. “How’s that?”

Dinah nodded. I knew she didn’t speak because she was afraid 
of crying.

“All right, let’s start digging.” I reached for the trowel, but 
Dinah grabbed it and started tunneling through the moist earth. 
After a few minutes, Dinah began to slow down, so I took the 
shovel and continued the work, making a rectangular hole a few 
inches deep. “All right, let’s put the birdie in now.”

Dinah gazed at the bird for a minute, and then put the lid on 
the box and handed it to me. I placed the box in the ground and 
covered it over with dirt. As Dinah helped me pack the soil down 
over the box, I wondered what her father would have done, how 
he would have handled the situation. I decided he wouldn’t have 
handled it at all. He would have told Dinah to stop being foolish 
and then pushed her back inside. He would have forgotten watching 
those birds in the early morning, hearing their chatter and gossip 
as we drank our coffee and read the newspaper. If only Dinah knew 
how lucky she was to have me.

After we finished, Dinah said, “Do you think she’s happy now?”
“Yes,” I answered. I hated myself for not knowing what to say.
“Good.” After pausing to stare at the burial site, Dinah slowly 

climbed to her feet and went after the cat. Picking the cat up in 
her arms, she said, “I’m sorry, Kit Cat. I don’t hate you.”
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I watched her trot back into the house. I marveled at how 
quickly my daughter had forgotten the bird, how quickly she 
forgave the cat. I wondered if she would always be able to let go 
that easily. I wished I could. 
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1. Macintosh apples

Sliced, grated and sugared, sauced, pied. My mother fed me apples, 
pears, cherries, peaches, and the entire vegetable group growing 
up because we believed in a healthy lifestyle. She got me addicted 
to pickles from gorging on them during pregnancy. 

2. Masta B (stuffed animal beaver)

Inspired by UMF’s ambiguous mascot, my mother bought me 
a stuffed beaver. The proceeds went to Kohl’s Children’s Fund 
and my parents chuckled under their breath when I unwrapped 
it from Christmas tissue paper. It fills the space between my 
elbow and body, so that Masta B is in a headlock while I sleep and 
eventually gets mashed between a mattress and a wall. Named 
Masta B, because his cloth claws look like he’s mimicking rapper 
hand signals. 

3. Oversized sweaters

Mom said I like comfort and warmth because, as an Aquarius, my 
hands and toes are constantly numb and cold. I read somewhere 
that the best way to keep toasty is to cover the wrists and neck, 
so I wear too large, too bulky, too ugly sweaters. 

4. Refusing to shave my legs

Lazy and busy with homework, I don’t have patience. I double 
my socks and wear jeans mostly. Of course I do, when I have to, 
because I am not completely German, or French, or whoever 
doesn’t touch razors. My dad grows a shaggy beard. I grow leg 
hair. Our purpose is to keep warm in winter. 

Anna Plisova
    The Parents Who Raised Me
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5. Dad reading the newspaper, while watching the news

My dad is the news. He will add a political comment between a 
marinated chicken breast and an episode of Lost. When home, I 
have to grab The Portland Press Herald from behind the screen door 
so it’s neither sun faded nor soggy. Mom bought him a small Sony 
radio, so he can listen to Hannity & Colmes on headphones in the 
car, while she’s shopping at the Christmas Tree Shoppe. Dad can 
be annoying. He causes my stepsister Lisa to raise her voice behind 
the latest issue of Vanity Fair and call him a “meatball.” I call him 
“Dodo,” but I’ve recently started to call him Dad. I tell him I love 
you but we only bump knuckles to say goodnight. 
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You should have listened to what Faith said 
before you skipped into the black lock of gnarls.
Now you’re here, buried in the midst of poisonous

hemlock and twisted bramble. You pluck 
a strand from the pile of dead branches and weave 
the thorn-covered vine into a crown as you walk. 

You have no conception of evil: its tearing 
of fingernails, its jagged hooks in the supple flesh.
You’re just curious, you say, as you meet the old man 

on the trail. You’re unable to see the solid deception 
of his eyes, a severing of the heart, starting at the throat; 
your appointment is already reserved. 

You’ve signed with the blood of your mouth.
A bit more gnashing along the path, says the traveler 
as he slips you his hissing staff. And you writhe a moment, 

your blood turns thick and green. Could Faith save you?
She is only pink ribbons and curly locks to you.

D.J. Taylor
    To Young Goodman Brown
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the rock felt smooth and cool and heavy In my hand. Innocuous. I 
could picture my son finding it on a river bank, the rock’s surface 
washed smooth and clean. I could see him using his two small 
hands to add it to his waterside cache. 

That could still happen.
For now, the rock was mine, and I focused on its porous 

surface and odd triangular shape. I hefted its considerable weight 
up and down, up and down, wincing at the pain in my ribs as they 
complained of the strain. 

My husband slept on the screened-in porch. It was too hot to 
sleep inside, and I could see, in the light oozing through the kitchen 
window, sweat gleaming on his balding scalp. As I watched him, 
he coughed in his sleep and turned over, the cot creaking under 
his load. 

I sat at the kitchen table and held the rock, lifted its weight 
again. Before tonight I had used it as a paperweight for the coupons 
I carefully cut from the Sunday paper each week.

The throbbing at my ribs was almost unbearable this time, 
though I had borne it many times before.

I held the rock in my hands and thought what a fragile thing 
bones are. Seemingly hard as rocks, yet infinitely more delicate. 
With a sharp twist, a wrist could snap like a twig. 

One well-aimed punch could crack a rib, open the cage, release 
a woman.

Sweat ran down my face, stinging the cut above my right eye. 
Yet I was calm.

After awhile, I stood. I looked through the doorway at my 
husband’s bald pate and hefted the rock, and as I walked toward 
him, I contemplated the cleansing nature of a river, able to wash 
away impurities, able to smooth even stone as it wends its way far, 
far off to the ever-powerful freedom of the sea.

Dory Diaz
     Choices
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Lauren Taylor
Self-Portrait
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when nothIng seems alIgned—when my body droops lIke a 
willow tree and it’s been raining for three days and everybody 
expects me to just shake it off, when the sun comes out, when the pit 
of my throat gets that knot of pressure and I think I will probably 
either vomit or cry if I can’t just have a half-hour with Bob Dylan 
and part ways with the clouds and feel the soil and remember how 
incredibly intricate life is—when nothing seems peaceful, I go to 
the woods. I pack nothing and I drive, sometimes for hours, until 
I am good and lost. Until the roads are just roads and the signs 
are just signs and absolutely nothing has relevance, and I am just 
me. And when I can no longer simply cruise the barrier of the tree 
line, when I need to plunge, when I need to inhale the depth of the 
air deep into my body, I park my car and I step into the woods. 
I walk until I feel entirely surrounded, completely enclosed by 
nature, until I am a part of its weave. 

when my mother dIed, I was twelve and the twIns were sIxteen. 
She had cancer and it happened quick; it spread through her—one 
breast and then the next—and then it spread through our family. 
My father grew a beard and started wearing flannel. He got real 
quiet like the woods, and his silence carried weight: it was gentle 
and patient and pissed off and cheated. He seemed so real, so full 
of feeling and so glaringly numb, a paradox only emotion could 
convey. Communication was sensitive and primitive—few words 
were said. He spoke with his eyes, eyes that were black-hole-deep 
and crayon-blue against his brown, bird’s-nest head of hair. They 
sunk far beneath the surface, and we tried like hell to reach through 
them, to reach him, but we didn’t get there, and eventually my 
brothers took off. 

In the mIddle of the woods, far away from mIrrors and cars 
and wealth and poverty and peace and death, I make love with 
detachment. I undress for the trees, and I dance with the leaves, 
and I lounge with the soil as life coils above me, below me, and 
around me. It breathes on my neck, just this rawness, and I am 
enveloped. 

Beth Mathieu
     In the Woods
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my father dId hIs best to take care of the house—an old wooden 
ranch cornered in a forested nook on a desolate road in Vermont 
which his father built for the family in the fifties. He’d do the 
dishes every other night between sports games, chip away at the 
laundry pile when it was convenient, keep things organized—like 
a father would, sort of sluggishly. But no matter how well he did, 
something about the house just had this tired look, as though the 
lights had dimmed, and the wood had darkened—like the home 
had been worn right out of it and now it was just a house. He’d 
cook us dinner just about every night—baked beans, cubed steaks, 
omelets, that sort of thing—and we would eat in our recliners with 
the television on, not really paying much attention to anything, 
rarely speaking. We never ate at the dinner table, which had become 
piled with mail and pocket change and newspapers soon after my 
mother died. 

my father went to the woods rItually, and when he came back 
everything seemed all right for a couple of hours. He was still 
quiet, real quiet and real calm, but he had this aura of relief to him, 
this attitude as though he just cried for three hours, and now he 
was empty, now he could just be. When he walked into the house, 
all red-faced and raw, he gave a shy nod and went straight to the 
fridge for a beer. He only drank beer when things were okay, and, 
working its course of nature, the first sip sent a certain confidence 
through him that made you want to sigh. He went to the living 
room and put The Free Wheelin’  Bob Dylan into the CD player and 
turn it up loud so Dylan’s voice creaked and moaned through our 
bodies. In his recliner, body relaxed, eyes closed, passive, still, and 
a couple songs in, he leaned forward to his handcrafted, oak coffee 
table—older than you, he always told me—and he took his tarnished 
harmonica out of the drawer. He cupped it in his hands for a minute, 
examined it one side at a time and shyly, slowly, brought it to his 
lips, and he played along with Dylan and got lost with the music. 
You couldn’t help but smile. 

my mother and my father lIved as though lIfe was thIs 
comfortable routine that they had been practicing their whole 
lives. They were the type of people you would see eating fish 
chowder and oyster crackers at some log cabin restaurant in 
complete silence—a silence of thorough understanding. They were 
never affectionate people, none of us were, but they had a peace 
between them. My father would put his hand on my mother’s leg 
and smile at her with his eyes, and her body would ease and she 
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would smile back. They worked. They fit.
 When my mother died, my father lost thirty pounds, his smile, 

and a fair amount of faith in stability. 

In the woods, In the dead center of mIles of trees where you 
can see nothing aside from the greens and the rusts of a liberated 
autumn landscape and the blues and the grays of unimaginable 
depth, I can feel my body, the ground beneath my feet, my hands, 
my arms. I can hear everything, and I can feel what I am supposed 
to feel when I am supposed to feel it. I am uncomplicated, unwound. 
In the woods, everything happens for a reason, and reasons are 
always justified. 

my father bought me my fIrst box of tampons when I was thIrteen. 
When I told him that I had my period, he had this embarrassed 
look on his face like what the hell is wrong with me, why didn’t I think 
of this sooner. He gave me money, and I walked to the store, relieved 
he hadn’t hugged me or called me a woman. Four months later, I 
figured out how to use the tampons. 

years passed, and I turned seventeen. my brothers had long 
since moved to Wisconsin to pursue their drinking habits, and it 
was just my father and me. The twins never called, and they never 
wrote. They told my father to come find them when he got a life, 
when he could get his ass out of the backyard and into the world, 
and then they took off. We all knew they resented him for all 
of the missed football games and teacher conferences; for his damn 
recliner and his hippie beard and hick flannels. They resented him 
for feeding them baked beans as though they lived at a goddamned 
camp site. Yeah, we all knew. 

back when my mother was alIve and the twIns were teenagers, 
my father brought them out hunting in the woods. I think his father 
brought him hunting when he was a kid, and he felt it was some 
kind of rite-of-passage between sons and fathers. I’m not sure you 
would call what they did “hunting.” They never shot anything, and 
it was pretty apparent that wasn’t the point. My mother always 
joked with them, asked them why they even bothered to bring guns, 
and they pretended they didn’t know what she was talking about 
and left, all stoic and uncomfortable as though she had insulted 
their masculinity. But they still went every Sunday, flannel shirts 
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and a lunch box to tote. They walked a couple of miles behind the 
house, found some cozy spot on a bed of roots or a couple of tree 
trunks, shot the shit for an hour or two about father and son, man 
to man type stuff, and then barbequed midafternoon on some sticks 
and leaves. It was their thing. They owned it. 

When my mother died, they quit going out to the woods 
together. My father stopped offering, and the boys stopped asking. 
They were all just pissed. My father went out by himself more 
and more often, spending whole days doing God-knows-what in 
the woods, and when the boys turned eighteen, they moved into 
the bar next door. 

after the twIns left for wIsconsIn, my father started 
heating the house with the woodstove. His eyes moaned to the 
rhythm of an old blues song. He stopped cooking meals, and his 
harmonica gathered dust in the drawer of the coffee table. Bob 
Dylan wandered to another part of town. My father no longer 
cleaned and he spent nearly all of his days in the woods. When 
we were home together, he avoided my eyes, hardly ever letting 
them rise above the horizon of the floor. When they met, his eyes 
welled with this deep, lonely, misunderstood I’m sorry look. It was 
as though his feelings wore through his insides – tore up his gut 
and pulsated through his mind – and begun appearing in his eyes, 
in his posture, in his choices, in his rationale. His mind had swept 
him away and he was too busy beating circles around despair to 
recognize the lives that were moving on without him. 

In the woods, there are no wIves or brothers or fathers who 
diverge from the natural course of life. The trees, the sun, the 
rain, the grasshoppers—they work as a network, a system that 
gives and receives without gratitude or greed, without intention 
or choice. Nothing can sustain independent of the network, and 
there is no need to worry about having to do so, because in the 
woods, there are roots, there is stability. In the woods, there is 
solidarity, exchange. In the woods, there is family. 

It was august 17th, the fIfth annIversary of my mother’s death. 
For two hours, my father paced through the house with the phone 
clutched in one hand and a crumpled sticky note scribbled with 
phone numbers and email addresses in the other. He called my 
brothers, who he hadn’t spoken with in a year, over and over again. 
Periodically, he slumped into his recliner and flipped the television 
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on, and I watched his eyes, unnerved and restless, anxiously browse 
the room as though he was looking for something. But he wasn’t. 
He wasn’t looking at anything at all. 

My brothers didn’t answer and didn’t return his calls, and as 
the late afternoon stillness settled in, my father dropped the phone 
in a chilling surrender, threw on a flannel, and plunged, almost 
instinctively, out the door. His lethargic posture stiffened, and he 
walked with resentment, with hostility and rage and sorrow, across 
the yard and into the woods. 

Thirty minutes later, I followed. I traced him through the 
brush and leaves, around intertwining saplings and over fallen 
maples, around rocks and stumps, and a mile or so in, I heard him. 
He had an old baseball bat he’d given to my brothers in junior 
high school, and he was gripping it so tight that his fingers were 
white and streaked with red, veiny strains. His face swelled up red 
and angry and utterly hopeless, and he yelled and cried and just 
whaled on an old oak tree with the bat. He was unforgiving, the 
way he bruised and battered the tree, completely contradicting his 
inherent nature, imposing imperfections on the most forgiving and 
selfless of networks. He unraveled the tree, with the tree, for the 
tree, and both exposed, both devastated and unshielded, both hurt 
and disconnected, he looked as though he felt understood. 

I watched him from behind a giant oak as loose leaves fell 
from their parent tree onto and around him. After a short while, 
I turned around and walked back to the house. From beneath the 
counter, I dug out my mother’s old crockpot. She was faithful to 
her crockpot; every Sunday afternoon she would slow cook a meal 
in it. The smell of the meat and vegetables and juices would waft 
through the house and mute our disparities and coat our senses, 
and we would never feel more at home. She said that the crockpot 
made her life easier—no dishes, no preparation—but we all knew 
she used it because, somehow, it made our family seem nuclear, 
and our nights seem warm. 

I dug through my mother’s recipe box, found an old beef stew 
recipe that was all marked up with years of alterations and ideas, 
and I cooked for my father. I put Dylan in the CD player and 
regularly opened the cover of the crockpot to release the familiar 
smells brewing inside. Together, they wove an aura of comfort 
nearly tangible. 

My father arrived home just as the sun dipped below the 
horizon. He walked into the house expecting he’d have to start 
a fire, maybe glance at the caller ID and then sink back into the 
same old shit. He walked into the house looking kind of worn 
out, kind of relieved, kind of nothing in particular, and then he 
smelled it – the stew – and something inside of him woke up. He 
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looked at me, and he smiled a normal smile—with his lips, not just 
his eyes—and something was different, something felt ordinary 
about him. Maybe it was the smell of Sundays and tradition; the 
smell of wife, children, family, home, and nature that got him, 
that let him feel all right. And he had been on the brink, with my 
brothers and my mother and the silence and all, and he had lost 
about everything except for the trees and the deer and the sky. 
So I watched him as he just let go, released all that resentment 
and the concrete loneliness that had been clotting up his mind, 
watched him as he let himself breathe, let himself love. It looked 
something like a sigh, but his body just settled, and his thoughts 
got simpler, and I was his daughter, and he was my father, and 
we were family. 

That night my father turned the CD player up so loud the 
trees creaked, and the air moaned. We cleared off the kitchen 
table and created a new pile of old newspapers and loose bills next 
to the trash bin outside. The woods were separated from us by 
the windows and walls, grew increasingly dark as the sun set on 
another anniversary, and finally departed with the night. He knew 
they were out there – the trees, the solidarity, the network – but 
his thoughts settled inside. Later that evening, he dusted off his 
harmonica. He rolled it in his hands, reacquainting himself with it, 
allowing himself the time to grow comfortable, and then, without 
hesitance, without the trees or the silence or the loneliness to 
withdraw to, he plunged into his recliner, and he played.  
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The air is different here, heavy,
dense like olive oil, thick
with the remnants of
too much rain.

₪

The water only pretends to be warm, trickling
onto ridges of shivering skin, standing
soft hair on end and whispering
“Frio.”

₪

Grains of sand swarm like
angry ants wriggling, collecting
in the toe-tips of sandals 
and biting.

₪

When whipping wind blows with a mind to uproot
the trees stay quiet, thinking about
how it takes concentration
to keep from falling.

Kyle Baker
    Ecology in Costa Rica
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her knuckles were straIned whIte from clenchIng the dresser. I 
had her from behind. Her blonde hair bounced, and she was saying 
she wanted to know more. Half an hour ago she was smoking, 
watching me through a cloud. 

“You’ve got some lonely fingers, soldier,” she said. She waited 
for me, expecting something to spill from my mouth. When it 
didn’t, she said, “I see it in your knuckles. How many wars have 
you been in?” 

“All of them,” I said, and soon she traveled my rough hands 
with her smooth fingers. Up and over ridges, coaxing over knots, 
she paused on a callous and murmured, “Trigger,” and kept going. 
She continued to explore my skin although I didn’t say much, 
letting her words and hands wash over me with ripened confidence. 

Once in my bed, her bravado dissolved into a shy, sweet puddle 
of curiosity. She began to beg for my stories, so my warfare could 
burn her, make her bleed, make her feel something worthwhile. 
She wanted to be there in the trenches with men who had much 
rougher skin than hers. I began to whisper about Vietnam and 
Japan. Tropical sun and monsoons. Snow and gas clouds in 
Germany. Boots crunching ice. Long lines in Korea. Enemies 
fighting in the dark. She begged for more. My lies damaged her 
enough so that the loneliness of her hips pressed into the deceit 
of mine and she wanted all of me. My love and hate, the countries 
underneath my skin. Blonde Carol or Leigh Anne, Betsy or Amber, 
no matter, I was there. 

I was there in my father’s army coat, feeding her sympathy 
and waiting for abrasions. I had no broken purple heart, no shiny 
silver star. She had no illusions, only a need to relish in violent 
fantasy. And when our bodies had cooled, hardened into Asclepius’s 
staff, she fell into a sleep full of rugged men with guns and hearts 
teeming with courage. I kissed her forehead, detangled myself and 
left because, like my father said, “No one needs a deserter.”

Amy Blankenship
    The Mythology of Skin
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Robbie Kanner
Rustic
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Words, when punctuated excessively,
become hollow, like hands cupping snow 
that melts. When phrases hinge on pauses, when you 
linger in the crevices of commas, inserting ellipses 
like detour signs, they echo so the climax is silence. 

It is important to avoid excess punctuation in your speech. 
Do not use a semicolon where a period is sufficient; do not add 
three exclamation points to the end of a statement. One will do.

Words, when punctuated incorrectly,
make little sense. Comma splices, for example, are the work 
of the devil. They make the difference between saying “The green 
eggs had, ham” and “The green eggs had ham.” When you say
it the first way, you sound like an idiot. When you say it
the second way, you still sound like an idiot, but at least you
are grammatically correct.

Example: I…love you, too.
Don’t say it like that. Say it
like you mean it. Please…mean it. 

Andrea Bechen
     A Tutorial
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out the wIndow are four rock pIgeons pIckIng at the moIst, 
March topsoil. The grass is matted down to a damp straw-like 
substance. It’s wet today. Something stirs in the air, and, with the 
ease of a child in a swing, the pigeons press their matchstick legs 
against the earth and lift off. For all my muscle and sinew, bone and 
structure, I could never fly. Instead of being out there where the air 
is alive, I’m locked in here, and I’m beginning to smell myself.

The nurse beckons me from my room door. She wants to give 
me my meds. It’s 8:34, give or take an hour—I swear to god they 
bend time here. It’s really the only form of mental exercise I get 
in this place. The other patients argue with one another, with the 
nurses, or with themselves. I try not to stress, but I can’t help 
yearning to breathe real air or be with you again.

My bed isn’t made. The sheets are cotton, thin, and surprisingly 
heavy. They are blue. My blanket that I’ve had since the womb 
is mostly on the floor, and my blue Care Bear is strangled by the 
sheets at the foot of my bed. The window is beside my bed like 
you might see in a movie, and I am three stories up.

I’ve always been fond of windows. When I was young I would 
sit in the sill in the evenings and watch cars go by. I remember 
my parents remarking, “He’s so weird,” because I’d rather do that 
than watch TV. With age, my sill-sitting days have declined, but 
here I am finding myself lost in a window. I don’t know if there 
is any intrinsic value in a window. Some are simple with four 
sides and others are ornate like the rosettes one might see in a 
cathedral, still the point of a window is to see through it—to see 
how things pan out. And I guess I’ve always been curious about 
what I will do next.

I know you’ll never see this or hear of it, so I can speak 
honestly. You are what brought me to the hospital. You, Tom, all 
your muscles, your smiles, your silly remarks, your 40 years, you. 
And, stupidly, I gobbled it up. I have scars snaking up and down 
my arms from when it finally struck me that you were never really 
interested in me. Blood has been shed for your sake, man, like a little 
war is going on all in your name. Jesus, Allah, God. And yes, Tom, 
it is a war. Now I must deal with the futility of getting dressed, the 
ache of showering, and I don’t even bother with flossing now.

It’s strange to finally say it, you know? To admit that you 

W.T. Probert
    Hi, Tom
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were what put me here. Everybody asks me why I’m in here and 
I say I’m suicidal. There’s one patient who openly admits that 
he’s had his heart broken. He’s 6’2”, 80 pounds sopping wet and 
has an exorbitant amount of body hair and acne. He’s 23 and his 
voice cracks when he talks about his tortoise-like ex. I don’t want 
to be like him, Tom.

They’re saying I’m bipolar. I asked if there’s a cure, and they 
said “No” with a smile.

I’m glaring out the window and the sun is rising, the birds have 
fled, but my memories aren’t moving, though I wish they would. 
I wish that I could take a running leap off the earth and fly away 
from this, but I just might leap out the window instead. Thanks.  
  
     Best,    
      Billy
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my father smelled of burnt thIngs. I remember how It was 
my favorite scent growing up. I would jump into his arms as he 
bent to catch me when he returned home from the station. The 
excitement he got from fighting fires clung to the corners of his 
eyes and mouth as he would kiss my mother hello. My parents 
lived for flames and smoke. My mother’s a dispatcher now, but 
once she and my father pulled on their matching yellow pants and 
jackets and raced off to the burning homes and returned smoky 
and sweaty and tired and in love.

Dad used to take me to the big night fires when he was off duty 
and my mother was at work. Photography was his hobby, and 
he loved capturing images of fires. I’d hold his hand tightly in 
the dancing shadows, watching the water arc from the hoses. I 
imagined water poured from the mouths of river dragons. I didn’t 
mind waking up at two or three a.m. to stand with my father and 
watch the flames. My father would lift me half-asleep out of bed, 
pajamas and teddy bear and blanket and all, and tuck me into the 
car. The fires were beautiful in their destructive force. I remember 
watching glowing beams collapse on themselves, sending sparks 
into the air. I wanted to run closer to see the flickering colors and 
newborn stars. Instead, I stood still and watched the firefighters 
putting out the fire, even though they were just as entranced and 
fascinated by the flames as I was. They respected the fires, and so 
I learned to as well. 

I hated it when I had to sit in the car watching the flashing 
lights of the engines and wait for my dad to come back from taking 
pictures, which happened more and more after my brother was 
born. I loved pretending I was one of the firefighters, standing 
alongside my dad, but Alex was too little to take near the 
dangerous flames, so I was left in the car with him. When that 
happened, I would make up stories of flaming dragons battling 
or of massive red giants fighting and tell them to myself and my 
sleeping brother. It made me feel closer to the fires I was now 
kept a safe distance from. The next morning, I would rat my dad 
out to my mother, furious that I’d been forced to wait in the car 
again. Mom hated that Dad would take us to the blazes; it was too 
dangerous in her mind.

Ashley  Crosby
    From the Fire
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My parents started working opposite shifts so one of them 
was home with us. When Mom and Dad switched, one coming on 
duty and the next finishing a shift, I came into the station and ran 
through the halls. I pretended I was just like my father, fighting 
fires, holding onto the back of the truck as it roared out of the bay 
doors, pulling at the hoses stashed away on the top of the engines. 
I climbed on the trucks and sang epic songs to myself about the 
fires they fought. I went home with my mother or my father, still 
smelling the lingering gasoline and dust and smoke that lay over 
the red skins of the trucks. 

On hot summer afternoons when it felt like I would melt in 
my shoes if I stood outside too long, my mom and dad took me 
and my brother down to the docks by my house. I lived on the 
edge of a boat yard my family had built 300 years before, and we 
jumped off the wooden slats into the cool saltwater. Dad pointed 
to the top of one of the shop buildings where they built the boats, 
and told stories about how as a twelve year old he would leap, 
flying from the top into the water below. 

After school let out each afternoon in the fall, I wandered freely 
through the shops, listening to the grind and whistle of work, 
the clatter and the bass drum hammering of workers bringing 
the boats to life. My father grew up there, and my grandfather, 
who I called Papa, had worked there, for years and years before 
I was born. Papa loved boats; they were his religion. A man who 
mistreated his boat was not a man at all in Papa’s world. The first 
time he held me in his arms, my mother told me years later, he told 
me story after story of sailing, the wind pulling at the canvas, the 
creak of the hull and the snap of the mooring, the smell of the salt. 

When I was nine, I often raced through the spaces between 
the three boat storage sheds. They were close, only three or so 
feet. I once tried to ford the flooded alleyways on a wooden board 
left leaning up on the sides of the buildings but finally gave up and 
sloshed thigh-high through the three days worth of rain waters. 
The sun set and the sheds cast shadows that were beautiful and 
mysterious; I could see, but night always came fast, and I loved 
that time the best. I was unafraid of being discovered; in my 
mind, this boatyard was my own, simply because I knew it so 
well. Broken bits of glass—green and brown beer bottles, clear 
shards of broken window panes—decorated the ground, creating a 
glowing kaleidoscope in the setting sun. I tried to catch the show 
every night, when hot red and pink rays glared off the bay’s surface, 
igniting the broken glass. How beautiful, I always thought.

In my mind, the fire station and the boat yard were both second 
homes. I spent much of my youth in the fire stations, and my house 
was adjacent to the boat yard, a remnant connection of when my 
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family used to own both it and the marina. And I was there the 
night the yard burned to the ground, melting and fusing my two 
previously separate identities, one of water and one of fire. I was 
sixteen at the time, still naïve, and still very much the child who 
thought the boatyard would always be there as it was in my youth, 
old and half-broken, beautiful in its paint-peeling age.

I didn’t so much hear the tone as felt it as it came over my 
father’s scanner. He has eleven scanners, two of which are portable 
and nine stationary, three of which are in his office. He hasn’t 
missed a call since he was sixteen, when he was finally allowed to 
join the fire department. By sixteen, I had heard so many tones I 
didn’t pay attention anymore. They were, by now, as natural a part 
of my life as the boatyard’s motions and ocean’s whispers.

 I didn’t even blink when my mother spoke from the scanner 
in the kitchen; as a dispatcher, her voice frequented the air waves. 
What startled me were my father’s heavy boots pounding down 
the stairs, the copious amounts of change jangling in his pockets. 
My mother’s voice reappeared, and life stopped in my house for a 
moment as we listened: Structure fire reported at 72 Crosby Circle.

My house is number 73.
I ran through the door before my father had his jacket on 

or my brother had slipped on his boots. Skidding on the inch or 
two of snow around the side of my house, I was stopped by the 
heat of the angry orange December night skyline, fully ablaze, 
the flames shooting up stories higher than any building around. 
At full sprint, I took the two hundred yards of my backyard, the 
parking lot where boats were stored in the winter months, the road 
and the narrow alleyway between a house and the private marina 
bordering the yacht yard’s storage sheds. 

The sheds roared as I broke the entrance of the alley, arriving 
first before my father and the rest of the fire department. The 
wooden sailboats crackled, their skeletons glowing embers. 
Flames danced in waves of hot air. The fiberglass motorboats 
popped and snapped like ice as the shells split in the heat and the 
partially-filled gas tanks exploded in miniature cannonball bursts. 
I had spent hours wandering through the work rooms, watching 
my elder cousins sand and buff and bend these boats into shape. 
They clutched their tools in their gnarled hands so long that 
their knuckles knotted and their hands curled around empty air. 
Though they built the boats, their work shaped them so that years 
after retirement, their hands still curled. And their work burned 
before my eyes.

The heat peeled at my face, and I let the flames wash over my 
mind, burning the photographs in my memory, first just the edges, 
then faces, then entire images. 
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I carried water and coffee to the fire fighters. I watched the 
water descend on the climbing tongues of fire. I listened to the 
concerned whispers of the crowd. I let the beauty and the power 
of this fire overwhelm my childhood like nothing had before, and 
let it reduce me back to nothing. I lay naked in the ashes of my 
mind. 

A few months later, a newer, colder, uglier modern shed would 
be built, rising out of these ashes. It was not beautiful like the 
building my grandfather had worked in. But the morning after the 
fire, ghostly charred gray poles stood vertical where the sheds once 
stood, stones in a cold and seaside grave. In its haunting collapsed 
state, it was beautiful, and I began to understand. 

The motionless ashes that were my childhood memories began 
to stir. At first it was a faint shuffling of the gray dust, and then 
it was a word, a line, a poem, and finally a burst of prose flying 
high above the slush-covered ruins below. My hand curled in the 
heat of this new flame, and I learned I could recreate and save my 
history with my words; I didn’t have to settle for merely creating 
or saving, like my family had before.

The night of the fire, the shed gave the best performance 
of its existence. The yawning opening on the end of the largest 
shed came to life as floodlights spotlighted the weaving, dancing 
flames on the bizarre stage. The growing audience—neighbors, 
news crews, 19 fire departments and 110 fire personnel—stood, 
enchanted. Sparks and embers took flight, spiraling through the 
stars and creating new constellations. 

And I stood and thought, How beautiful.
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Tessa DeSilva
A Walk Towards the Future
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Music drifts from the house 
above the beach. He leads 
her across the sand,
to where the cold crash
and spray of the surf drowns 
the need for words.

In their wake, cloth glitters,
crystalline in the moonlight.
They strip to their masks.

He rests his lips in the curve
of her breast, in the hollow of
a shoulder becoming a neck,
in the stripes of light and shadow 
coating arching limbs.

It ends. She moves, walking 
into the waves to wash away
the sweat and lingering scent 
of  their fuck. He gathers 
up clothes discarded
so readily on the sand.

Amy MacArthur
     Masks
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Ryan Pickering
    The Woodpecker

my husband charles raymond francIs mcneIl was an IdIot. We 
were married forty-six years ago. I was twenty-something (my 
mother said a woman should never reveal her age). We lived in 
Connecticut, and it was nice. He smoked all forty years we were 
married, and I almost killed him for it, but he died before I could. 
Not from the smoking. He smoked all his life, and it didn’t do 
anything but make everything stink and make him wheeze when 
he’d shovel the driveway. 

We moved to Maine ten years ago. He retired, and we wanted 
to be somewhere beautiful. Maine always seemed so majestic 
to me when we would visit Old Orchard Beach or stay at my 
Uncle Richard’s enormous camp on Ambejesus Lake. You can 
see Mount Katahdin there like nowhere else. Like a watercolor 
painting. Charlie was always bragging about his great-great-great 
grandmother being some Passamaquoddy Indian princess in Maine 
and even learned some Abenaki. Orono, he told me once, means 
Island made of rivers, and Millinocket means Many islands. When 
we bought our house up near Millinocket, we had never seen it. 
It was an impulse buy, I suppose. We were driving the moving 
truck over the New Hampshire border when I finally asked what 
Macwahok meant, expecting something romantic like Islands on 
shimmering lakes or The most beautiful place in the universe forever or 
The fountain of youth.

“Wet grounds,” he said.
It took three years to get that house how I wanted it to be. It 

took longer to get used to the winters. I do love Maine winters 
ever so much. It does wonders for my skin, you see. Turns it to 
wrinkled gray paste covered in spots. 

Now I’m here alone, and I can’t do much about it. We left the 
crazy city-dwellers in Connecticut. That’s what he’d tell me. We 
have such a healthier lifestyle, he would say while smoking. We 
left the crazies in the city, sure, but we had no idea what crazy 
was before we moved to Northern Maine. I think I must be the 
only sane person left in the state. I’m at least the only one with 
all of her teeth.

It gets cold here in Maine. The winters are so bad, you think 
you won’t survive. Some days, I lay in bed in the blankets, and 
Charlie would go out and shovel out the driveway and come back in 
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and we’d curl up. His fingers and nose would be so cold afterwards. 
He would make me shriek by rubbing me with his icicle-skin. 

The only reason I ever moved from under those blankets 
was to stoke the fire or to get something to eat. Charlie got up to 
smoke. When it snowed, he loved to sit on the porch and smoke 
and think. I stayed under the covers. 

I don’t know how long I waited in bed that day. It was a long 
time. It was so nice swimming in the blankets. Charlie was on the 
porch, I thought. Thinking. After a while, though, I wondered 
where his cold fingers were. I wondered when I would feel his 
cold nose rub against my neck. I started to worry like an old 
person does. 

I put my robe and slippers on to brave the cold. He wasn’t on 
the porch, which I can see through the kitchen windows. He was 
in the driveway. I yelled his name. He didn’t move. I told him to 
stop being an idiot and to stop scaring me. I walked over to him, 
stiff on the ground, and I knelt on my knees on my robe. I tickled 
him under the armpits. He always wakes up then. He never woke 
up. Icicle-skin. 

Winters are bad in Maine, now more than ever. I started 
smoking after he died partly because I missed the smell but 
mostly because, what the hell, if a little patch of black ice can kill 
the strongest, sweetest man in the world, these things can’t do a 
damned thing to me. 

Sometimes, in bed, when I’m between sleep and waking, I feel 
a shiver run down my neck and think, Damnit, Charlie, your nose 
is so cold.

I heard a woodpecker today, an empty, dull sound high in the 
trees. It’s the only living thing in these woods now, I’m convinced. 
I don’t think he’ll stay. The snow never stops in Maine, and the 
ground is always wet.
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Emily G. Cramer
     Suicide Bombing in Mosul, Iraq 
         on 21 December 2004

It’s a vital mission for peace. The idea of a democracy 
taking hold in what was a place of tyranny and hatred 
and destruction is such a hopeful moment in the history 
of the world.

~George W. Bush, 21 December 2004 

Beside a blurping radio 
on the other side of the city, 
a medic twists his fingers 
into knots until his dark 
knuckles turn purple 

and then yellow. Like the murmur
of locusts in the distance, 
the helicopters announce 
the wounded at 0923 hours, 

and, stone-carved, 
he rises from his chair,
following the other white
crosses, double-stepping 
the stairs to the roof.
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Emily Young
     Leftovers

Prague: A Traveler’s Literary Companion edited by Paul Wilson in 
one of your signature boxes made of magazine scraps, cardboard, 
and packing tape.
 
 Inscription:      “12/04
               For Emily,
                                   I hope that in traveling you find a magic                                 
                                   as potent as exists in the written word and 
                                   that the two will inspire one another.
   I love you,
   Scott”

 This is the last gift you gave me on a Christmas that 
 already felt like the end.

Book: keep.  Box: discard.

An abalone necklace I found on the floor of your bedroom, and you 
said I could have. I cried on Dani the day I broke it in half, but you 
told me it looked alright still, as half a shell. (keep)

A poem in the shape of a bucket: discard 

Puff balls and mussel shells: discard

H-o-t-t-t
you can’t say no thing to me

you hot girl
yeah, yeah,

you hottt
 (discard)

An emailed picture of you and a little girl from Cape Town, the 
purple color my printer struggled out: discard

Magazine clippings of polar bears, corners ruined by numerous 
tapings: discard
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A pen-and-legal-pad birthday card: discard

4 burned CDs labeled: 

              Creedence Clearwater Revival Chronicle Vol. I
  Fleetwood Mac Rumors
  Strangefolk Lore
  Mitch Hedberg

In magazine cases of a gas mask, a tribesman with facial 
piercings, a young girl in an orange dress, an owl. They 
were included in a suitcase of birthday presents the day 
before you left for the world.

CDs: keep  Cases: keep only the girl

Alaipayuthey, a film from Bollywood, as yet unwatched:  keep

The favorite picture of you from when we visited my old 
college, your eyes bright behind your glasses, your mouth 
smiling, your face too close to the camera.

Frame: keep  Picture: discard

Behind it, an older picture: at Dani’s, when your beard 
was missing and your hair was longer, you begrudgingly 
allowed me to style it. (discard)

18 letters from “Les Mans, France” to “Farmington, Maine” dated 
16 January 2003 to 7 May 2003. Letters full of deliberate doodles 
and guarded phrases and beginnings.
 
 “Miss you & hope all is solid,
   Scott”
     “Miss you,
       Scott”
         “Love,
           Scott”
             “Love, Scott”
                 “Love Scott”

This was before we even knew each other, almost more 
scared of your return than excited. (discard)
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Us in a refrigerator frame at your sister’s wedding. You are 
in your element. I don’t look like myself. A piece of black 
construction paper makes us look alone.

Frame: keep  Picture: discard

Philosopher’s Holiday by Irwin Edman.
 
 Inscription:    “06 Jan 2004
       Emily ~

A book whose leaves are suited for 
boiling and drinking, to warm the quiet 
of blustery days.

       Love,
       Scott”

I don’t remember when you gave this to me, but the pages 
are cut here and there to store teas:  golden chai, Zambezi 
red chai, Egyptian licorice mint, green, orange pekoe, 
black, Earl Grey, and rooiboos.

Book: discard  Teas: consume

Basket of flowers carved from a peach pit:  discard

4 hollowed out acorns crammed with pieces of paper:

“Are you jarred or are you canned?”
He asked the pumpkin pie.

He tentatively poked a piece
and sighed a little sigh.

He left that town with pie in tow,
to become a fatter hatter.

He gave up rings and shells and wings
and little burs that tend to cling

and other little useless things
that tend to seep

and spread across the land. 
(discard)

Te amo.
(discard)
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The belt which my mother gave me, to which I safety 
pinned a new buckle, which again I gave to you, until you 
returned it (but kept the buckle).

Belt: discard  Safety pins: keep

The copper necklace from Argentina, you gave me for our first 
anniversary: keep

28 Jones soda labels we collected: discard

1 letter from Argentina with a leaf that says “I love you.”
Another from Argentina with “Happy Birthday” in red.
1 letter from South Africa written queasily sideways.
1 letter from India where the heat made your hair curl.
1 letter from Korea.
1 letter from Hong Kong.
2 letters from Japan. 
(discard all)

An origami star made of a magazine page, half faded from being 
on the dashboard of my car. You said, “But National Geographic 
pages are supposed to be resistant to fading.”  
(discard)

A photo mug, immortalizing our kiss, and another of your 
poems:

I sold her, you hold her
we molder

that’s the price of gold or boulder
anyway,

that’s what I told her
 (discard)

A heavy old book, Album. Dark brown leather with an image 
of lady slippers on the front. You hollowed it out and put that 
necklace in, before you asked me to marry you. You said you wanted 
me to keep it no matter what I said, but I said yes. 
(discard)

A goodnight and goodbye note which you left me after you 
proposed, and before you took it back. “I love you entirely too 
much.”  
(discard)
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Emily Emily Emily’s
my favorite girl.
(discard)

Emily is great!
(discard)

The orange and mirrors purse from India that smells like your 
incense still: keep

A skirt you made me out of your old pants: discard

A page from your typewriter in two colors of ink: discard

14 unlabeled letters in magazine envelopes, with random pictures 
from the internet and poems about mice, opened at my own 
discretion while you were gone: discard

2 letters from “Portland” to “119 Lake Ave.”
2 letters from “Portland” to “164 Prescott St.”
5 letters from “Portland” to “461 Dakin Hall”
2 letters from “Portland” to “29 Bridge St.” 
      (discard)
      (discard)
      (discard)
      (discard)

The last letter you wrote me, a thank you note for your Christmas 
gifts, and the details of a lunch you were having. “I love you.”  
(discard)

11 typewriter poems: discard

2 bead-and-lanyard animals made at camp: discard

1 sewing machine bobbin: keep
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Joanna Charlotte Wilbur
IMG 1266
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Pseudocircles

a Sean Marley film

written for the screen by

Sean Marley

adapted from stories by

M. Aoibheann Runa
Melanie Maple Ng
Anaïs Fæ Delwyn

and
Artemis Harpsichord

Producer

desire

Editor

desertion

Casting

distance

Sean  Marley
     End Titles
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cast 
(in order of appearance)

Script Supervisor
M. Aoibheann Runa

Composer
Melanie Maple Ng

Cinematographer
Anaïs Fæ Delwyn

Stunts
Artemis Harpsichord

Special Effects
Damaged Souls Inc

Philosophical Consultants
Michael A. S. Ingram

Ryan T. Lemieux
and

Brian Hymer

           protagonist……Sean Marley
                 first true friend……M. Aoibheann Runa

      pined-for dreamlove……Anaïs Fæ Delwyn        
     deflowerer/defloweree……M. Aoibheann Runa                

                       temptress……Lucinda Bennigan
             lover/lost friend……Melanie Maple Ng
reunited requited love 1……Anaïs Fæ Delwyn

                  loyal companion……Artemis Harpsichord
     abuser/abusee……Becca Luna

reunited unrequited love 2……M. Aoibheann Runa
  reunited unrequited love 3……Artemis Harpsichord

reunited requited love 4……Anaïs Fæ Delwyn
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Music

“Eyebrows Like Distended Caterpillars”
Performed by HaplodipLloyd and the Spontaneously Lactating 

Non-breeders
available on the album

Zone of Inhibition

“Burn Only the Poems You Want to Rremember”
performed by The Past Tense

available on the EP
Spring-Coloured Furniture

“Pocket-thrown by a River”
performed by Idealost
available on the album

check yes or no

“Bus Stations Remind Me of You”
performed by The Past Tense

available on the album
Goodbye at Terminal B

“Pulled a Girl at the Pub Last Night”
performed by The Mugwumps

available on the album
Now Empty Lots

“Go On Not Noticing”
performed by St. Juniper and the Eclectic Fence

available on the EP
Mixedrace Tape

“Rapture Recaptured”
performed by Idealost

available on the EP
I honestly thought you were the last
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“A More Formal Fuckfriend”
performed by Degrees of Freedom

available on the album
Sounds Like it Could Kill a Fetus

“I’ve decided to spread my seed to every girl I can, should the 
world soon end. Interested?”

performed by The Mugwumps
available on the album

Raw Stems

“What other statements will you pretend to ignore, only those 
that are you-specific?”

performed by The Past Tense
available on the album

Looking Like I’m Not Coming Back

“Harder. Leave a mark this time”
performed by Degrees of Freedom

available on the album
This is Ryan’s Julie

“Slept with your clothes on the pillow”
performed by Idealost
available on the album

I have a kitten, am trying to seduce her vet, and just dumped my therapist

filmed on location at 

Exeter, Rhode Island
Farmington, Maine

Newfields, New Hampshire
Newtown Square, Pennsylvania
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special thanks:

to reading each other’s paltry poetry; to finger massages; to the 
detached unreliability of email; to airplanes and buses and running 
and running; to happenstance; to understanding relatives; to 
misunderstanding friends; to women too beautiful to destroy and 
women too wonderful to try not to; to condoms and twenty-four 
hour stores; to β-Phenylethylamine, the crush chemical (found also 
in chocolate and peas); to just lying on top of you; to just lying; 
to hitting, biting, clawing; to hurled glass that could never hurt 
like winged, wicked words; to the flannel sheets and the down 
pillows at the winter cabin where you told me “Yes, still. In all 
ways, always.”

On second thought, fuck β-Phenylethylamine. You left, every 
time, too soon. 

The characters and incidents depicted herein are not fictitious. 
Any similarity to actual events and persons, living or dead, is 
purely intentional.
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Davin Currie
Canine Crossing
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Danielle LeBlanc
     Kama’aina       

Winner of the Fall 2008 Editors’ Choice Award 

Prelude

Before Kamehameha the Great threw unwilling warriors off  the 
edge of the Pali lookout, before his heir, Liholiho, allowed 
Ka’ahumanu to become the first Hawaiian feminist, 
before Kamehameha III, IV, and V, Kauikeaouli, 
Alexander Liholiho, and a man named Lot,
respectively, witnessed the invasion 
of the haole1, before William Lunalilo 
and the British-loving, palace-
building David Kalakaua 
made way for the tragic 
overthrow of Queen 
Liliuokalani, 

a volcano percolated the Pacific
and swelled like igneous 
pregnancy. 

It blew smoke rings into a carbon rich atmosphere with the reddest 
sunsets and the strangest beginnings of multi-celled life. 
It spit fire and magma and steamed the seafloor as it 
summited the salt and bypassed the hotspot. Its sides 
would soon blow, leaving two thumbnail-shaped
crescent craters to cool and consider 
vegetation.  

Millennia later, a small white house
grew from its epicenter: 249-A 
Jasmine Place. 

Its inhabitants fluctuated like the moon-driven tide,
and, decades after my family left, the bathroom 
toilet burst, erupting porcelain 
and sewage. 

“Menehunes,2” one offered. “I saw his little footprints in the wreckage.” 
“No,” another objected. “They build.”
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“Pele,” resolved the final whisper, 
which leaked like magma
from the mouth of an 
old woman. 

The house, deemed haunted by a Kahuna, 
was bulldozed into lava rocks, 
crushed to red dirt,
and forgotten. 

Aliamanu Military Reservation

A childhood spent inside a dead, not dormant, 
volcano was no different than my mainland cousins’
who were raised on a distant and snowy island 
called New England. 

Their father grew tomatoes tied to city fences,
and mine grew orchids in the husks of coconuts, 
hung from the branches of a plumaria tree. 

Mom once stole three long lei needles 
from a tourist table at the Outrigger Reef Hotel, 
and we spent the afternoon piercing 
the yellow plumarias into collars of flowers, 
threaded with milky strings of dental floss. 

Danielle Dirtball

The Ditch was a concrete storm sewer 
carved down, and around, the crater. 
It channeled detritus water, mongoose remains, 
cockroach carcasses, orange Mountain Apple 
blossoms, and star-crossed Naupaka petals 
long past the house on Jasmine Place. 

But we weren’t supposed to go there. 

Webling Elementary, the Big Field

Freshly cut field grass lay lightly drying 
over the buoyant younger shoots,
and if we walked with our sneakers never lifting, 
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the grass would coalesce into shoe-shaped bundles
to be molded into a child-sized bird’s nest,
with Anela as the mommy mynah bird, and Mariko  
and I her twins, hot from the egg, black mynah babies
perched in the elbows of a mango tree.

But we wouldn’t play mynah today. 

One hand in front of the other,
Anela monkey-barred above me,
a swinging pair of jeans 
and a dark red pen leak in her inseam. 

“Hooooo Anela wen get her period,” 
Mariko’s lips tickled my ear, 
hand-cupped spit bouncing into my hair 
on the forbidden P and D. 

Don’t Tell Mom

The long feather weeds
     that grew beside the Ditch, 
          could be clipped and tied into brooms 
               to sweep the sludge and clear the path  
                    for an open Mountain Apple seed pod, 
                         shaped like a canoe, to trickle epically 
                              All the Way down to The Dominoes 
      and be lost. 

Big Waves Come in Sets of Three

Three things to watch out for: 
Menehunes 
Night marchers
and pork on the Pali. 

Three things to keep you safe: 
the Honu3  
the Pueo4 
and sharks. 
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Three things to never forget: 
Tourists are good for the economy, show your Aloha. 
Pearl Harbor is only 40 feet deep and the Arizona still leaks
    rainbow puddles of oil.
And Pele, the fire goddess, can assume the form of an old woman, 
    a white dog, and a beautiful lady in a red red dress. 

Playground Pidgin 
(featuring Mariko the Wise and D. Dirtball)

  
“You hear ‘bout Amberlynn Kealoha’s mom?” 

“No, why for?”  
“She wen stay at dis same school, 
an wen she wen get her period, 
she fo ran da whole way home.” 

“Sheeeesh.” 
“Yah girl, all da way down Aiea Hights.”

“Ho, an den?”
“Well, Amber’s Tutu nevah mind.”

“How ya figgah dat?”
 

“Cus she wahine5  too,
Mom’s undastand dat stuff bout they keikis.” 

“Guess.”
“oooOO 
I wen fo’get dat your mom’s haole.”

“Whatevahs. Same smell.” 
“Yah, but so white her skin, she no undastand.” 

“Ho. Buggah off yah?” 
“Humbala, I’s just playin. Sor-ry.” 

“Nah, no joke.” 
 “Whatevs... Anyway, chu think 
Amber’s gonna play hookie?” 

“Nah, she don’t even got chichis. 
She’ll prolly be 17 fo she gets hers.” 

“Yah. Plus she wen stay a full on tita. 
And they nevah run home if they scared.” 

“Hooo dats mean yah?” 
“Whatevah, she’s plenty tita and you know it. 
Plus you wen talk about her chichis! 
You mahu o sumthin?”

“Psssh, I ain’t mahu. You mahu.
An don’t talk stink about my mom.” 

“I said I’s sorry. No need get salty.” 
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Talk Story 

Naupaka half-flowers only bloom high into the mountains 
and far below on the powdery sand of the shore;
both with succulent twin leaves,
both blossoming five incomplete petals. 
They say this is Pele’s doing. 

The day she saw Kaui fishing, 
saw the thrown hukilau net glide in air 
and split the water, splashing salty
beads across browning muscles, 
was the day she began to yearn. 

Pele loved him like pain, like burning rocks,
like fire. That night, her black and silver 
bulges cracked red a’a flows and Pele spit 
her hair from the pinnacle, strings 
of magma solidifying with exposure. 

But Kaui would never come for her 
for Naupaka was as beautiful as Pele’
was fierce, and when Naupaka swam 
her black hair swam behind her 
like a school of mahi mahi. 

When Pele dipped her toes into the tide,
the water hissed and steamed in protest,
her pillow lavas blistering below the waves, 
and Kaui could never embrace 
such eruptive passion. 
 
Naupaka braided ti-leaves into leis for Kaui, 
as Pele’s anger gasped in smoke billows  
and fissured from her sides. 
If Pele couldn’t consume Kaui with her fervor,
she would melt them both with her rage. 

In favor of a love less harsh, Pele’s sisters intervened, 
condemning Naupaka to a leafy eternity on the shores, 
while Kaui hid forever in the mountains, both disguised 
as white half-blossoms, her the bottom, him the top, 
both, never to touch. 
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Don’t Tell Mom, Hana Ho6   

Once, during the rainy season, 
I adventured to the Ditch
to watch the water gargle 
and fight its way down concrete.
Below, stick-shaped mangrove seeds 
bobbed down brown water
beside drowning banana leaves,
water beading across their waxy surface. 

A sudden fire 
consumed my foot and ankle 
pinpricking up 
the eight-year-old calf. 

A collapsed red ant hill,
a displaced army, 
a roll in wet grass,   
one slipper flung, 
flipped, flipped again, 
and submerged in the 
surging depths of 
the Ditch.
 

I jumped before thought,
feet first (one bare),
on muck-cushioned 
cement, but lost sight
of the rogue slipper
as I fell backwards,
mud on purple culottes. 
A floating aluminum gutter, 
propped up like a ladder, 
cut every one of my finger joints
as I climbed up
and out.    

Facts of the Reef

1.
Underwater, the lonely songs of humpbacks and the abrasive crack 
of a parrot fish crunching coral can be felt as if sound were tactile. 
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2. 
The boy who put a cone shell in his pocket was stabbed in the thigh 
by its sluggish harpoon and rushed to the hospital. It is unclear 
whether he lived. 

3.
Diving just below the curl of a wave to let it pass and avoid the 
impending sandy tumble is not at all cowardly. 

4. 
A sea cucumber’s gelatinous skin sticks to human skin like Velcro 
and, when provoked, will ejaculate its own shoelace intestines. 

5. 
The ocean will seduce you with its undertow. Swim sideways to 
shore, never straight. Those who beeline back to the beach sink 
with exhaustion. 

6. 
When baby sharks swerve over your toes, their skin is wet grey 
sandpaper, and, even though hammerhead mothers don’t usually 
feed in the harbor they birth, extravagant seal interpretations are 
discouraged. 

7.
An octopus can be killed in two ways: bite between the eyes, hard, 
before it bites back. Pop the balloon head, and turn the flesh inside 
out.

8.
The Honu, in its submarine flight, will look at you directly in the eye and 
ask you never to forget the feel of salt-dreaded hair or the sound 
of rippled sand or the unending turbulence of the frothing tide. 

Dominoes  

The Ditch collected runaway rainfall,
Mountain Apple canoes (shipwrecked,
discarded), stray slippers, 
and those old enough and brave 
enough to go All the Way.

I once saw The Dominoes for myself 
through a gap in the fence at the edge 
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of the neighborhood. Square stone blocks  
cascaded over the dip of the Ditch.

Cemented to catch floating branches 
or ease potential waterfall, The Dominoes
also held the Big Kids who smoked 
and necked in the seclusion 
of a sewage drain.

Stung 

Urine or a paste made from powdered 
meat tenderizer and white vinegar 
are the only salves for the electric kisses 

of jellyfish. A Portuguese Man o’ War once bubbled bluely 
and touched my budding curves with its stringy fingers. Salt 
festered the back thigh wound as my mother lifted 

the corner of my bathing suit to steady the burn 
with viscous white paste. The meat tenderizer clumped 
around my bathing suit, tangling the soft new hairs,

while the vinegar slid down the cloth lining 
and into my own folds, piercing pink insides 
with acidic knives. 

Chicken Skin 

They say
the Night Marchers 
still carry torches 
into the mountains,
chanting for war. 
Kamehameha 
tosses his enemies 
from the cliff,
promising the thin
aerodynamic men
their lives if the wind 
mercifully blows 
them upward 
and backward
onto the Pali. 
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If a Night Marcher 
glances out through 
long eyeholes cut 
into a dried gourd
and sees the frightened
eyes of little haole girl, 
her long hair and 
beach-browned skin 
will be no disguise
for he will kill her 
instantly with only 
her haole parents 
still wondering
why.    

So dive face down 
in the mud, little keiki,
if you hear their drums 
and see the line of torches
like Christmas lights 
bouncing in the trees,
and, as they get closer, 
if you see the fire 
reflected in the sweat 
on their brown chests, 
fall to your knees, young one,  
taste the gritty red dirt 
and survive. 

 ——————
1 Hawaiian Pidgin for a person of  Caucasian descent, originally translated to 
mean “Without Breath”  or “Without Life”
2 A mythical Hawaiian builder, very short in stature, known for constructing 
waterways and stone walls, but is often frightened away if  discovered, leaving any 
job unfinished. An early 1800 census from the town of  Wainiha, on the island of  
Kaua’i, reported that 65 people listed their heritage as at least part-menehune.
3 The green sea turtle, once poached almost to extinction for their bright green 
meat.   
4 A Hawaiian owl, known to guide the lost.
5 The Hawaiian word for ‘women’.
6. “Encore”







Kyle Baker is a senior Creative Writing major specializing in 
escape and evasion from people shorter than 5’ 1”. He dreams of one 
day becoming somebody someone will one day want to become. 
He does not dream of becoming a lumberjack or a professional 
pole-vaulter. He owns one cellphone and no pets, and lives at the 
stern of a defunct fishing vessel at a dry dock in Detroit.

Andrea Bechen wonders what it would be like to carve English 
words like “hollow” and “bedsheet” into the dirt of African 
sidewalks with a tree branch. She wants to know what it is like to 
disconnect meaning from language, to listen to someone talk and 
only hear the sounds they make. She has recently become obsessed 
with Audre Lorde and Mark Doty and can’t stop reading either 
of them.

Amy Blankenship likes to spread rumors about herself. She raises 
alpacas on a farm in Michigan and makes a killing off of sweaters. 
She’s thinking about commencing a campaign to restore things back 
to order, like changing Mumbai back to Bombay and reestablishing 
the fact that Pluto’s a planet. She only likes first names that begin 
with the letter “A” and plans on naming her children accordingly. 
She hopes for an early retirement (age 35), and spending the rest 
of her life in a small cabana in Costa Rica, drinking sweet drinks 
and flashing her male attendant slices of thigh.

Hellen Bourque is a third-year Creative Writing major. She is 
currently a passionate lover of poetry, but has been known to have 
the occasional one-night stand with her first love, fiction.

Josh Canty once took one of his drawings out on a date. It was the 
last time he would ever do such a thing: the patrons complained 
that his date was a bit too sketchy.

Mae Capewell is currently a senior at UMF, majoring in creative 
writing. Born in Farmington, Mae enjoys bonsai trees, drinking 
Sherry with orange juice, and watching subtitled foreign films in 
fast motion.

Contributors’ Notes



Emily G. Cramer would have liked to have been a pilot, or 
bioengineer, or even an astronaut when she grew up; but now, at age 
27, she is settling for the “writer’s life.”  She finds herself writing 
about multiculturalism, poverty, and extreme circumstances in her 
nonfiction and poetry. Her dream is to one day live, like Elizabeth 
Bishop, in a third world country, where she can gain a more clear 
perspective on American culture. 

Ashley Crosby is a senior Creative Writing major at UMF who 
finds it difficult to sit still in one place or genre for any length 
of time. A passionate time traveler, culture-sampler, and sports-
hopper, she aspires to nurture her inner child for the rest of her 
life, building sandcastles and telling tall tales. She won an Olympic 
gold medal in laughter, illogical and circular reasoning, and 
random awesomness.

Davin Currie is a third year student of Business Psychology and 
Philosophy at UMF. He enjoys long walks with his camera and 
making videos and music, plus a bunch of other stuff that you 
probably don’t need or want to know. 

Tessa DeSilva is a sophomore majoring in education, with the 
dreams of teaching kindergarten because she feels that at age five 
you’re most sincere and understanding. When she gets nervous 
or stressed out, she pulls a hood over her head. To you, it’s a hood, 
to her an invisibility cloak. 

Dory Diaz is a single mother, a writer, and a professional 
photographer. She is in the process of completing her BFA as a 
Creative Writing major at the University of Maine at Farmington. 
Dory has been writing for as long as she can remember and telling 
fictions for longer than that. 
 
Mary Ellms is currently obsessed with BBC Drama, Elizabeth 
Gaskell, and fresh Broadway musicals. You’ve probably seen her in 
a production or two at UMF: she’s always the crabby old woman, 
so you can’t miss her. She’s graduating with UMF’s Class of 2008, 
but you’ll probably still be able to find her loitering around Alice 
James Books, fixing the photocopier and designing catalogs.

Robbie Kanner is a colloquy in disguise. Living in mismatched 
socks and sweaters, Robbie Kanner lives for her obscurity.



Elizabeth Kelley thinks it would be really great to help make 
all the rooftops in all major cities into gardens. She likes to know 
things and will one day show up on your doorstep and homemake 
you some delicious applesauce.

Danielle LeBlanc can fit five mangoes in her belly at one time, 
turn her belly-button inside out, and play the belly-drum like 
nobody’s business. Though this is her last semester in Farmington, 
Dani hopes to continue her steamy love affair with the Sandy River 
Review for many lingering years to come.

You have not seen Amy MacArthur on campus. You have seen 
Doppelganger #1 and Doppelganger #2. If  you see Doppelganger 
#4 in the near future, do not look for #3. Make yourself  a tinfoil 
hat, stock up on guns and ammo, and prepare yourself  for the end 
of  civilization as you prefer it. Resistance is futile. (And after 22 
years, it’s a waste of  time to start now).

Sean Marley is a creative writer in his final year at UMF. He enjoys 
casual winter sports (sledding and snowball fighting), rhymes, 
cooking simple though delicious dishes that his daughter refuses to 
eat, and things archaic. The pending Armageddon is of continual 
fascination for him and he hopes to witness, if  not participate in, 
the battle. He is rooting for the forces of  good, but only because 
he feels an affinity for the underdog.

Beth Mathieu is a Creative Writing and Women’s and Gender 
Studies major at UMF. She enjoys playing tunes on her guitar and 
eating grilled cheese sandwiches made with the special grill ed 
cheese maker that she got for Christmas.

Ryan Pickering is a senior psychology major with a political 
science minor. He stumbled across the Sandy River, found some 
friends there, and was asked to go for a swim. He got all wet and 
stubbed his toe (twice), but it was worth it. Ryan Pickering is not 
a writer. He is an impostor trying to get his honors thesis done. 

Anna Plisova used to eat dry brownies with ketchup, but has 
graduated to the elegant and prestigious art of  wearing gloves 
on her feet and clapping with them. Her mother always believed 
she was going to grow up a very special child.



W.T., as he is often referred to by his colleagues in the underground 
dachshund racing consortium, spends most of  his time taming the 
amphibious, carnivorous, and mercurial Blood Cyclamen in the 
Farmington Wal-mart Garden Center. Blood Cyclamen are carried 
exclusively by Wal-mart Inc. as they have the only existing patent 
on the hybrid. Handling these plants is considered one of  the most 
dangerous and sexy jobs in the United States so W.T. demands 
respect. Don’t hate! 

Becca Rennak was able to saunter through the streets last summer. 
Now she can’t even remember where her individuality went. She 
remains distant from the air. She lives for his anxiety.

DJ Taylor is gathering the light.

Lauren Taylor is a creative writing major from Framingham, 
Massachusetts. She is lodged in the reality of  non-realities—
putting all her hopes on dreams, which often disintegrate upon 
waking. The inside of  the bubble she’s been accused of  inhabiting 
can be quite charming from the inside.

Monique Trundy is a newly recruited Secondary Ed. major. She 
likes to take pictures and is glad that the Sandy River Review found 
them pictures worthy enough to print.

Joanna Charlotte Wilbur is a sophomore studying new media 
and geography. Her parents didn’t fully consider the repercussions 
of  giving her two names from a famous children’s book by E.B. 
White. She has enjoyed living in several areas of  the United States 
while bar tending, creating and teaching art, farming organically, 
hiking, biking, and having mystical visions and cosmic vibrations. 
You should have seen her reading Marx.

Emily Young is a cobbler.
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